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PREFACE

c

In4vative Learning Alternatives in the Community College is n annual i-

, -
4?

... ,

publication of the SpeciAl Interest Group for Two Year Colleges the International

Reading Association. /

The publication is in its third year and has Veen well-received. It is
.41

presented at its annual workshop at the International Reading Association Convention.

/

c'
As part of this workshop authors of articles present their ideas and lead the

audience in discussion of these'contributions..
.

Four categories of articles are sought for this publication. These are:

1. Description of progxam models

2. Application of successful techniques

3. Reports of research

4. Samples of practical materials for instruction, diagnosis, record

keeping, publicity or public relations ,

,

I

t
.

In an undertaking such as this publication many hands work together to blend

the ingredients. J am indebted to-these helping hands:

The members of the Innovative Learning Alternatives editorial board who

patiently read and commented on submitted articles,
4

Stan Klosek and Leatrice Emeruwa Who provided the background information

for beginning this year's publication, 41 .

The members of S.I. G. who graciously responded with fine articles,

Lorraine I3eitler who helped set the standards for this publication, and

Dr. Eugene Bennett, Director of Miami UniversityMiddletown, who permitted

the Special Interest Group to use our campus's facilities in the production

of this text.

)
Faye Curran, Coordinator
Developmental Education .

Miami University Middletown
4200 E. University BouleVard ,

Middletown, Ohio 45069
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John D. Mdloney
Ohlone College
43600 Mission Blvd,

Fremont, California . 94537

A SYSTEM OF INDIVIDUALIZED READING DIAGNOSIS AND INSTRUCTION

ON THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE LEVEL

The Ohlone:College Reading Center has eveipped an integrated system

, of diagnostic testing procedures, individualized prescription of skill

building materials and*the training of reading tutors which provides the

remedial reading' student with personalized instruction based on his

. .

specific skills needs. The key to this successful program is the creative

(
and effective use of sixteen Reading Tutor Videotapes developed by the,

reading dhstructor with the cooperation Of.the college's Faculty Projects

COmmiltee, the Dean of Instructio/and the Audio-Visual Department. This

article describes the procedures which enable one reading instructor, a
4

full-time instructional assistant and a cadre of student tutors to offer

the service of person-to-person reading instruction to a community college

student body of 5400.

IDENTIFYING REMEDIAL STUDENTS

The Ohlone College Reading Center conducts eight individua ]1ized

'reading and study skills courses in which students may enroll and receive

one unit of credit for each course. successfully completed. These eight,

courses are: Vocabulary Improvement, Skimming and Scanning (1/2 unit),

Imvilivement of Learning Techniques, Rapid Reading, Reading Rate Improve-
r

'ment, Improvement of Word Attack Skills, Reading Comprehension Improve-
\

ment and Spelling Improvement. Upon enrolling in a particular course, a

survey test Is\ait!!inistered to each student in small group sessions; the

test results are used olprescribe the specific multilevel, self-pacing

//'skill building materials to be used by each student. However, those

B



Individualized Reac'ng Diagnosis and Instruction - Page 2

student's who score in the bottom percentiles'of the survey tests are

iden-5if4eU as the candidates for additional diagnostic testing and person-

' alized instruction by tutors. Further candidates for diagnostic testing

and tutoring assiStance are determined by lab personnel observation of

students enrolled in the one unit courses who were not identified through

the initial survey testing, by personal referrals from other college

instructors and counselors, by individual students who come to the Reading

$enter for special:` assistance on their own initiative, and by students who
,*

bring their friends to seek individual assistance. Once a student is

identified as needing diagnostic testing and tutoring assistance, he is

assigned a tutor to work with him a minimum of three hours weekly.

jNING THE TUTORS

Meanwhile, through,t1)e Auential use of the reading tutor videotapes,

each tutor is carefully trained on how to assis is tutee'most effectively; 1

how to administer, the assigned diagnostic readng tests and how to use the

sk4111buildingmaterials prescribed for his tutee (A complete/list of

the reading videotapes and their contents included at the end Of

this article,) -First, each tutor, as he is selected to tutor inPthe

Reading Center, views at his own convenience and within his own time

schedule the videotapes entitled."GeneralOrientation for the ReAding

Tutor" "General Guidelines for Working with the Reading Tutee." These

videotapes oriofft the tutor to the general procedures of the tutoring

program, his responsibilities as a tutor and guidelines for effective

communicatiin and assistance to,the tutee: The tutor may replay any

section le information he wishes to review, and the reading instructor

is zva lable for 1ersonal diScussions and explanations



Individdalized Reading DiagnosisMand Instruction - Page 3

ADMINISTERING.THL DIAGNOST.IC TESTS

When he assignsja tutee to a particular tutor, the reading instructor

decides from his initial interviews with thetutee the appropriate diag-

nostic tests that should be administered. Normally, as'a first step,

each tutee undergoes vision screening through the use of telebinocular.

Although the next particular diagnostic

1

test varies for individuals, we

have found from experience that most potential tutees are first adminis-

tered the reading section of the Wide Range Achievement Test. If the

tutee is to be administered the Wide Range Achievement Test, the reading A

tutor views the video ape entitled "How to Administer the Wide Range

Achievement Test
fele,

J. the test to t e reading instructor or instructional assistant, the tutor/

..L
After demonstrating his mastery of how to adTinister

audiotap the tutee's oral reading of the test.list. The instructo

thery istens to the a'ildiotape at his convenience,and analyzes the tutee's

responses and results; the instructor also determines if the utee needs
ci

further diagnostic testing or which skill building mater s should be
4

assigned. vA complete battery of diagnostic tests would include the

testing of phonics, visual memory, word recognition, perception, regressions,

reversals, comprehension, vocabulary, organizational and study skills,

and reading rate.

If the reading instructor believes that further testing is needed,

he indicates to the tutor which of the fourteen available standardized

and informal tests should be administered. (These tests are included with

the list of videotapes which is given at h 'end of this ar icle.) The

tutor then views .the videotape containing the demonstration on how to

administer the assigned teat, practices administering the test; dewont

strates his ability to administer the test and finally administers it to

10



19,i,lividualized."Reac .ng DiagnOsia and Instruction - Page 4

tMe tutee. Individual oral diagnostic tests such as the Gilmore Oral

Reading Test are reserved for exclusive administration by the reading

' instructor to students for whom it_is appropriate. The reading

instructor scores and analyzes each test administered by a reading tutor

.\
in orderto determine the specific needs of individual tutees.

ASSIGNING SKILL4ILDING MATERIALS

Based on the diagnostic test results, appropriate skill building

materials are assigned for the tutee. to use with tutor assistance. The

materials are divided into ten categories: Phonics, Visual Memory, Word

Recognition, Perception (Visual and Auditory Discrimination), Regression,

Reversals, Comprehension, Vocabulary, Organizational and Study Skills,

and Reading Rate. A wide selection of materials is available for each

skill area ( e.g. thirty distinct items under "Comprehension") which

permits flexibility in meeting individual needs. lie tutor views the

proper videotape under the heading."Explanations o Skill Building

Materials Used in Reading Tutoring," and in this manner he masters the

correct use of the assigned materials in order to work effectively with

\ the tutee during the quarter and, in many cases, succeeding quarters.

4

As appropriate, various printed forms, directions, record sheeta.,etc.

are available for tutor/tutee use. While they continue to conduct the\

o4erall;,coordination of all the various activities and programs in the

Reading Center, the reading instructor and instructional assistant are

available for monitoring the tutor ngaCtivitlei and for handling special

needs and difficulties as they arise.

11
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Irdividuallze:1 Redo ne 1)iapnosis and Instruction - Page 5

VALUES. OF THE SYSTEM

Thi.T. system of videotapes has enabled a limited reading staff to

effectively train a corps of reading tatqrs each quarter and Kas assured

personalized assistance for students using the Reading Center. The

training restrictions imposed by varying student schedules, the quarterly

7*
0

changeover of some tutorsand the need to train new tutors as more tutees

are identified during the quarter are minimized by the convenient and

c flexible use of the videotapes. The, reading tutees can be fully diagnosed

to locate specific reading problems and thus be assigned specific skill

--building materials. At the same time, the tutees `receive personalized

assistance thrpugh the availabilityoftrained.tutors. The reading

instructor is free to concentrate on special students and supervise the

*
al reading program. The videotaped demonsations arations and explanations

for each skill building text or pvogram enable the Reading Center to

provide a.ide selection of items to meet a wide vaT-iety reading and

study skills needs. In summary, the Ohlone College Reading Center has

developed aneffective system wheteby students who need intensive reading.

diagnois, prescription of'specific skill building materials and tutoring

assistlnce may be assisted in an individualized and personalized manner.

12
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List of Reading Tutor Videotapes Used in the

Ohlone'College Reading Center

The fol;owing list identifies the videotapes and their contents used
in training the Ohl:bile College Reading Center tutors.

1. General Orientation for the Reading Tutor

A. Sequence of Activities for. Reading Tutors
B. General Comments on Responsibilities, Testing, Prescribed

Materials and Availability of Printed and Videotaped Materials
C. Demonstration on How to Use Audiocassette Recorder (Bell and

Howell Model 3040)

2. How to Administer the Wide Range Achievement Test

A. Exp,lanation and,Demonstra4on on How to Administer the Wide
Range Achievement Test

B. DemUstration,on How to Use Audiocasdette Recorder (Bell and
. Howell Model 3040)

?

3. How to Administer Each Diagnostic Reading Test:Section

A. Niles'llattery: Comprehension: Main Ideas
B. Miles B:attery: Comprehenion: Written Recall
C. California Reading Test: Advanced: Form W

14. Hoti to Adminiatih---Diagnostic Reading Test: Section 2

A. Stinford Diagnostic: Level II: Form W
B. 114ormai Listening Comprehension
C. InfOrmal Oral/Silent Reading

5. How to Administer:Each Diagnostic Reading Test: Section 3

A. Visual-Memory
B. Niles Word Eccognftion
C. cal ifornia Phonics Survey: Form 1
D. Noah Phonetic Spelling

6. How to Administer Each 'Diagnostic Reading Test: Section 4

A. Botch List
,

B. 'Morrison-McCall Spelling: List 8
C. Adult Ba,iic Leariling-Exam (ABLE)

D.' Brown-Carlsen Listening Cempehension

0 13
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7. Explanatiow; of Skill Building MaterialsUse-d in Reading Tutoring:

Section 1: Phonics

A. Decoding for Reading
B. Programmed Phonics-

- Magnetic Patterns
D. SUllivan.Reading Program
E.- Supplementary Phonics Materials (contains all the other

phonics, and syllabication-mdterials)

8. Explanations of Skill Building Materials: Section,2: Part 1:
Visual Memortand Word Recognition

A. Visual Remory
B. Word Recognition

9. Explanations of Skill Building Materials,: Section 2: Part 2:
Perception, Regression, Reversals

A. Perception
B. Anti-'Regression

C. Reversals

10. Explanations of Skill Building Materials: Section 3: Part 1.:
Comprehension: Reader's Digbst-Speed of Interpretation-Sentence
Comprehension

A. Reader's Digest
B. Speed-of Interpretation
C. ,Sentence Comprehension

11-- Explanations of Skill Building Material :,Section-3: Part 2:
Comprehension: Paragraph Comprehension- itical Reading-Outlining-
ftU-V ices-T.LR

A. Paragraph Comprehension
B. Critical Reading

,r Outliriing Lessons
D. Reading for Understsgding
E. Voices
F. Selections
G. Test Lessons in Reading

J,2. - Explanations of Skill Building Materials: Sectio4 Part
Comprehension: Analogies-Visual-Language Experience-Book RepO?rts-
Request- Vocational

A. Word Analogies
B. Visualizing
C. Language ExperiAnce Applica'tnion
D. Making Book Reports

Regus2st Procedure.

F. Voc4lionalMaUerials

410



13. Explanations of Skill Building Materials: Section 4: Vocabulary

4 ,

A. Wordcraft I

B. Use of Dictionary
C. Context Clues
D. EDL Word Clues
E. Some Techniques for Vocabulary Development .

F. Reading Center Vocabulary Cards'
G. Special Vocabulary Lists

14. Explanations of Skill Building Materials: Section 5:, Organizational
and Study Skills

A.1 Durrell's Outlining
B. 'Outlining (Joffe)
C. Cut-Up Outlines
D. Videotapes

15. Explanations of Skill Building Materials: Section 6: Reading Rate

16.

A. Controlled, Reader
B. Craig Reader
C. Timed Readin

i.eotape "Improve Rate"
E. Phrase Reading

General Guidelines for Working with the Reading Tutee
,

A. General Guidelines
B. Importance of Various Reading Skills
C. Availability of Printed Materials

15
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Description of Program Model, JUNIOR COLLEGE READING PROGRAM

. TO .TRAIN TEACHER AIDES'
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Dr. Ma cia Epner
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Description of Program Model, JUNIOR COLLEGE READING PROGRAM TO TRAIN TEACHER AIDES

San Antonio College, San Antonio; Texas

A---11*rcia Epner, Ph.D., Associate Professor .

At San Antonio College, a junior college in San Antonio, Texas, an
..-'

/7 _______...;

4xcktingneyjeading-program-i§-becoming more popular with our students
__.

.
-,---

each semester. This two semester sequence in reading fundamentals, diag-

nosis and remediation is designed to train teacher aides to assist pro-

fessionals In teaching children to read. The first course is entitled

Fundamentals of Teaching Reading\ (301N) and the second Practicum im ,

Diagnosis and Remediation of Reading Problems (302N). In September, 1976,

both courses Will be cross referenced in our catalogue under Reading and

Education. The objectives of this program are threefold: (1) to im

prove the reading abilities.of the junior college students (2) to pre-

pare the junior college student to enter the educational job market as

a trained-paraprofesl'ional and (3) to provide specific inservice train-
-- .

_ing in teaching reading to untrained.paraprOessionals employed by local

school districts,

Objectives emanated from research in two areas of teacher aide

training; (1) programs available in junior colleges and (2) those

proirams whiCh offer specific training in reading. The research revealed

that the year 1967 was a critical turning point in the 0.story Of'the

teacher aide movement in the United States. 41c:frees prior to that time

the teacher aide movement was unorganized and unsystematic, during 1967

efforts were directed toward the organized and systematic utilization

of this pool of paraprofessionals: Aides of various kinds were used to

carryout a number of different kinds of tasks in a variety of educe--

tional and non-educational settings. Most training of the aides Was

17 't



left to the teachers to whom the aides were assign

Lichtman, 101).

by institutions of higher learning, preferably by junior colleges. (Thurman,

1969 and Merchant, 1972): Ihe literatu'rekfurther suggested that aides might

be trained to assist teachers in-the teaching of reading. (Pope, 1970 and

Rauch, 1970).

Another concern related to the low level Of the communication skills of

(Schmidt, 19

uggirstions were made that aides might be better trained

the aides themselves. (Bowman & Klopf, 1969 and Shanker, 197)). Some re-

search

b

findings suggested that effective learning could take place if a

learner taught what he was learning. The reasons given for this were that

in order to teach, one must structure, organize, and overlearn the material,

thereby learning more about it. Evaluation of specific tutoring programs

showed that positive gains accrued to the one who did the teaching as well

as to the one who was taught. (Gartner & Kohler, 1971 and Dreyer, 1973).

Thisuggested the possibility to this author that training teacher aides

to teach reading to children might help increase the reading skills of the

aides themselves.

The literature also revealed that while there were many evaluations

of teacher aide effectiveness, there was a dearth of objective evaluations

of teacher aide effectiveness as reflected through student achievement.,

No study was found that quantitatively assessed' the relationsht0 between

akiss\successful completion

ing achievement of students.

of a specific program of study and the read-

This readlng. program at San Antonio College has

designed to fit naturally into two\semes ors of work

and to meet the needs of the junior colleg

arejncluded it the sequence.

18
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been specifically

(sixteen weeks each)

student. The following areas
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1. NATURE OF THE READING PROCESS

r

Language, a generic term, meaning communication

,Ways of communicatinglor using.the art of language

Reading, one of the language, arts

Definitions of reading.

Reading, a rudimentary skill

Basic to all education
w.

Abilities and 'skills in specific disciplines

Basic processes

Analysis -

Synthesis

Phonetic respelling

2. 'FUNDAMENTALS OF READING

The process of reading

Word recognition skills

Comprehension skills

Using the process ..ct reading

Study skills

Fluency

3, WHY PUPILS FAIL IN READING

Internal factors

Physical

Intellectual

Emotional

External factors

Home

School

r

4. CLASSROOM GROUPING FOR. READING:

19
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.5. DIAGNOSIS

Standardized testing

Advantages and disadvantages

Specific tests

Informal techniques

Informal Word Recognition Inventory

7.4
Informal Heading Inventory

Criterion referenced tests

Readin ss factors

Auditory

Visual

Physical

6. REMEDIATION'

Teaching word recognitioiiiskills

Phoic

Stru tural

Teachin c morehension skills

. Litera

Infere tial

Evaluat ire

7. DALE -CHALL ABILITY FORMULA

8. APPROACHES Ti THE TEACHING CF READING
1.7

Enrollment h.,. been gradual but Positive; attrition low. In Fall, 1973,'

as a result of an dvertisement in a local newspaper, twenty students enrolled

in the Fundamental course. Twelve successfully completed the second semester

and\were immediatel hired by three local school districts. In Fall, 1974,

a fourth local cho 1 district requested this inservice training on its

campus for si 'y -th e of its aides. At San Antonio College thirty students

registered fo the r ding program. In Fall, 1975, this same school district

requested id tical training for an additional sixty-four aides. At San

20
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Antonio College, one hundred nineteen students registered for the program-.

By mid-semester (October 15, 1975), not one student had dropped

either course.-

Outlook is optimistic regardin re expansion of our innovAtive

r

program. In May, 1975, a nonrandomized pretest - posttest control group

esign was utilized to evaluate programeoffectiveness. Results indicated

that differences between the performance of'the control and experimental
"

. "

groups were statistically significant. After two semesters, of training.,

the teacher aides made statistically significant"gains in acquired proficiencies

associated with the teaching of reading and in their oun reading abilit74.,

The students assisted by trained aidesmade statistically significan't ping

in language and reading ability. In Spring, 1976, approximately two huridred

San Antonio College students registered for thiS reading sequence. In

addition, a local gchool district registered ninety of its aides for 301N

and.302N. This same school district, under the aegis of a San Antonio senior

institution; registered thirty-five administrators for an adapted version of

the same sequence of courses. This new dimension may serve as a liaison

between the junior college, senior college and local boards of education

in San Antonio. We at San Antonio College anticipate continual growth in

a vital area of community involvement.

ti
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Dr. Clier Patterson
,'he; City Colle,.;e, CUNY
.school of Education
Convent Ave. at 138 St.
1:ew York, 10031

A SURUVAL PROGliAlt, 20M COLLEL;E
,9

il:QTRACT
Describes the assessment and instructional strategies
employed in a correlated multidisciplinary program
designed to improve those,communication and study
skills requisite for culle-:e success.

INIRODUCTIOE,

The problem faced by every colle,;e inotructor in a on

or two semester basic- skills pro: mra is the design and imple-

mentationmentation of instructional and r,.ssessment strateIes.to

ii-A1-)ro7e -ne reading, of students.

$he conceotual framework,fro ''hich the instructor proceeds

i-1
often determine the scope, goals, materials, and methods

the program. The instructor, for instance, who views

reading and,writing as a set of finite skills will 'often

astign naves din a handbook or workbook in order for the student

to correct assessed weaknesses. It would "hot be uncommon to

d students working on main ideas one day an\ d inferences

tlecra day in-tuch nrograms.

Although the skills approach has much to recommend it,

too often the diversity of reading and writing tasks required

across the varied disciplines studied in college are di6regarded.

The assumption often appeargto be that once particular skills ,

are mastered they are readily transferred to the content area.

fowever, psycholoj.stS such as ,orL,an and ..ing (1971) state

that the'degree to which transfer of learnin occurs is

1
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dependent upon the similarity of the new task to the learned

tg's'I. An eample drawn from sports may provide the clearest

example. A football player would probably learn to play'

rugby with,greater ease than tennis simply because ruby is
AP

very similar to football, requiring many of the same tasks.,

The purpose of.the basic skills program'developedat

Suffolk County Community College was to improve the.reading,

writing, and study skills, of studertc" bylmaking their assign-

ments as similar as possible to the types of assignmehts, ,4hey

would be required.to do in the content areas. It wAs hoped

that this approach would ease the problem of transfer...

To accomplish the purpose, a one semester Multidisci-

plinary program was developed, consisting of an introductory

course in humanities, science, mathematics, social science,

and communication skills. There was no doubt that the

communication skills course was the core of the program, for

it had the prime responsibility for developing the reading,

writing, and study skills of students. The remainder of the

paper will describe the assessment procedures and instructional

strategiet undertaken by the communication skills instructor.

ASSESSWENT PROCEDURES

The assessment procedures adopted were designed to- deter-

mine the ability'of thestudents to 1) extract information

from continuous discourse and--) respond...to variegated questions.

S

The interrelationship of both processes is well illustrated

in .the example drawn from Smith (1975);

.'..A-26tudent confronted with the task of writing
an examination on an_historical novel must first

25
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read the novel. In reading, he May- 'fer from a
shortage of tonic-relev-Int nonvisual information,
and overload his memory as he tries to second
guess the cxa: questions he knows he will be asked.
Having 'tried to comprehend a difficult book under
conditions that make comprehension almost impossible,

he must then try to-read and interpret a set of
questions while in a state of high anxiety, perhaps

unsure even of the meaning of examination jargon...
he must not only conceptualize and communicate, he

must conform. Grammar, style, spelling, punctuation,
layout and, neatness must all be attended to .:.(p. 193)

/ ,Copies of prior departmental examinations were obtained by

the content area instructors working in the program.. From

an analysis of the-exams, it was clear that the writing.

'tasks required of the students fell into the following broad

categories: 1) explaining basic or fundamental ideas; 2) de-

fining key terms and concepts; 3) comparing and contrasting

concepts, opinions, individuals, and events_; 4) interpreting

facts, concepts, and generalizations; 5) evaluating statements,

concepts, and"generalizations.

An essay examination Wasprepared by the social science/

and communication Skills instrUtors to assess the ability of

the students to respond to ques ions similar to those asked

in the social sciences. The examination was based upon a
+

reading assignment which dealt with the characteristics of

cities., The students were given four days to prepare for the

examination.
1

Below are the specific questions asked:

1. List and discuss five characteristics of modern

cities.

2. Define each of the following terms: suburbs, urban-

ization, hamlet, and horizontal mobility.

3. Compare and contrast the following ecological
theories: concentric zones, sector, and multiple

nuclei.
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4. Evaluate the following; statement: "Ghettoes
as we know them today, differ from other

%neighborhoods in that their inhabitants feel
no pride in their homes, their block, or
their streets" (Apsler, 1971, p.,292).

5. Interpret: ."Urban planners- are searching for
practical ways to,combine urban values that
relentlessly impress themselves upon us with
the rural values that are in retreat" (Apsler,
1971, p. 292).

The following problem areas were noted both as the
to.

students were taking the examination and after assessing

their written reCponses.,

1. hany appeared notto understand the'questions

or at least the key verbs. "'lhat do you mean by interpret?

evaluate? contrast ?" were questions asked during the

examination.

2. A number of students' appeared to have difficulty
S A

in both extracting the appropriate information fromthe

1.1A'of *informa.tion" they had acquired and in' synthesizing

the acquired information into the new network required by

4.

the question. It would not be enough in response to question

one, for instance, to simply list everything one has learned

.about modern cities. Rather, one is required to draw from

the bank of stored information those understandings relevant

to the question and present in an appropriate form.

Although it mir;ht be argued that this feat of pulling and

putting together learned information is an act of innate

intelligence, the prior experiences of the instricional staff,

led them to believe that many of .the students had never'

been required to do such lan:,ua3e-thought juggling, and,

hence, had never developed such abilities".
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The ch9.nter upon which the test was based Was

re-ad_as -h it,were a novel by too many students o, No

-,attempt way ade to truly master the content; rather, m

k

had simply foll ,ed.the general faow of information con=

tained it' the te:rtboo4,: Ac a result only a general idea

of the qajor concepts wad rasT)ed.

-1-,c,dc,..ts, even those ,!ho considerable----

time n-...de no attempt to a.,ticinate the possible

questions that\could be asked. Consequently, each question

came as a complete surprise.

k. lany of, the responses lacked what Hunt (1965)

has termed syntactic maturity in that the sentences were

often overly redundant with Levi attempts to fuse ideas through

coordination; eobedding,,and nominalization. Thus, the

wtitten responses were often'more similar to thode one would

expect from a junior hi,;h school student.

6. :,any of the students appeared hesitant in express-

ing their own opinions. or examyile, the quote in question
*

.four,asserts that ghetto resi4ents have no pride in their
a

homes, block, or streets, although many students disagreed

with the statement, they felt constrained not to express

their peidonal opinions because they assumed the teacher

expected agreement With the author.
-

based upon the assessment three broad areas were

established: '1) develOpin study skills; 2) increasing

'reading and writing skills; and 3) improving'academic

self-confidence.

2
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-IN S.TRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

The course was conducted as a workshop. The first

Portiop of each class session was a review of ,the reading

assignment. Not only were the chapter notes of the students

compared and evaluated, but lively discussion of the conteht

was encou ;aged. These discussions were most important, for

they allowed the airing 'of critical issues and encouraged

critical analysis. The importance of dialog has been well

stated by -2riere (1972) "...without dialogue there is no

communication, and without communication there can be no true

education" (p. 81).

After the discussion, the class was divided into four

groups with.each group receiving a different set of questions.

Each member of the group wrote a response to the questions.

The responses were compared and discussed by the group memberS.

The final task of the group was to combine elements from the

sledifferent responses so that 'best answers were derived.

The grollp answers were discussed and evaluated by the

entie class. A previously prepared 'model' answer was

then compred to the gi:oup's answer. As the class gained

self- confidence, `they often noted thA their responses Were;

indeed, superior to the supposedly model answer.

Several class sessions were concerned with specific

study skills and writing strategies. Robinson's SQ3R (1961)

for social science and Andresen's Profundity-Scale (1970) for

, literature proved valuable as constructs in guiding the

extraction of important concepts. Sentence combining techniques,

similar to those outlined by Mellon (1969), were constructed

by the instructor and found usPful in increasing the students'

'2 9
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syntactic maturity.

The central question to be asked of any basic skills

program is "Did it work?". Several indices Suggest that

the program was very successful. First, "e retention

rate, was extremely high. Of the 100,stu nts enrolled in

the prOgram, only 10 did not complete t eir first semester.

Second, and perhaps most important, t e students did very

well academically. Their mean grade point average at the

end of two years was 2.5 out of 4 as compared with a mean

of 2.3 for the entire college. Eoreover, of the five minor-

ity students awarded Ford Foundation Scholarships, three were

former members of the basic skills program.
A

In summary, the program implemented at Suffolk County

Community College was an attempt to improve the writing, read-

ing, and study skills of students by making their assignments

similar to those demanded in the content areas. The course

was conducted as a workshop with much discussion andclarifr-r

cation. On the basis of student retention dnd schblarShip°

the program appeared to be very successful.

,30
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An Instructional Team Approach To Reading

and Writing Remediation

by-

Dr. Elaine E. Cherne)).

Reading Coordinator
The Learning Resources Center-

Michigan State University

This article describes an instructional approach thaehas enabled

two units at Michigan State University to blend the teaching of reading

and writing skills into a one term course. This teaming technique would

seem to be a viable approach for two year institutions of higher education

to consider particularly as ther.deveiop approaches to cope with the

large enrollments and the wide variety of students they attract.

The development of the instructional team approach grew out. of the

need to provide both reading and writing instruction for freshmen at

Michigan State University whose orientation reading test scores indicated

that they would not be.able to successfully Complete their,uniCiersity work

unless their skills evel improved.

Writing instruction that is geared toward the improvement of basic

skills is offered through the Department of American Thought and Language's

Comprehensive English program at Michigan State University. The Comprehen-

sive English track provides a sequence of courses fOr.students who need

help in developing their reading and writing skills. The course carries

three academic credits and works toward the fulfillment of the general

education graduation requirement.

All freshmen at Michigan State University take the,MSU Reading Test.

Those students whose test scores fall below a designated percentile take

the first sequence of the Comprehensive English, ATL 101B; This course

3 3
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covers 11 aspects of written English and, additionally, includes a reading

skills development component, The writing instruction is handled by the

ATL 101 staff, and the reading instruction is taught by the staff of

the Learning Resources Center.

The Learning Resources Center is an auto-tutorial learning center

that functions as an arm the Office of Instructional Services of the

University College at Michiga State University.) The Center provides

both self-paced instructional units in the development of reading and,

writing skills and tutor help. Additionally, the LRC staff write the

/instructional modules that are used by the students so that the materials

reflect the reading and writing assignments of the university. The staff

of the Center includes a director, reading coordinator, two instructors

and a graduate assistant. Students work as peer tutors.

The team approach to the teaching of the reading and writing skills
tz,

in the Learning Resources Centei.;, began in 1972. At that time the director

of the Comprehensive English program with,the director and the reading

l

coordinator of the Center devised an instructional approach that would

incorporate the writing instruction in ATL 101B with the reading programs

.

in the LRC. The experimental year's pre and post test results based,on

the application of the Nelson-Renny Reading Test, Form A and B seemed to

indicate that at least 80 per cent,of the students who took the tests made

enough gains in reading to justify the continuance of the program.

The logistics of the instructional team were not too complicated to

work out. Each fall aivroximately four hundred students test into the

1. The University College is the academic home for all freshmen'and
sophomores at Michigan State regardless of the declared major.

I
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ATL 10113 program. The classes are limited to twenty students in about

twenty sections. The ten week term is divided into three week slots.o
One -third of the sections work in the center the first three weeks, one-

third the middle three weeks and the last group the final three weeks'

leaving finals week clear for eyhluation conferences. The diNiision of

the classes is handled by the Director of the Comprehensive English pro; -

ram. The more experienced teachers are usually scheduled into the Center

r the first three weeks giving,the less experienced staff time to develop

eir programs.
1 Each student completes fifteen hours of work in the LRC.

is includes the three regularly scheduled weekly class hours plus two

itional "volunteer hours".. At the regularly scheduled class time the

st dents and their teacher meet in the Center with the reading staff. The

LR staff handleS the reading instruction giving the assigned classroom

tructor time to work with individual students. The ATL teacher continues

to give outside writing assignments during.the three weeks.

The flexibility of the individualized instruction given in the LRC

rmits the student to work at a comfortable rate in areas of specific needs.

programs for the students are based on their MSU Reading Test Scores,

1 the Nelson-Denny Reading Test and the student's own assessment of need.

Each student has a folder in which the program for the three weeks is

, outlined. The student keeps,-a record of progress in the folder. Each folder

is evaluated once' a week, and the student is given feedback by a staff member,

in terms of what the student has done, the quality of the work and the time

in-put. Analysis of time in-put shots that approximately 80 to 85 per cent

1. It should be noted that the Comprehensive Englishostaff is pot hired

on a permanent basis but on a term to term status dependent upon

enrollment needs.

3 5
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of the student8 complete the fifteen hours.

The team approach is now in/its fourth year of use at Michigan State

Univ,ersity. The model has successfully enabled-the Comprehensive English

department to offer a complete intensive program in reading and writing

for the student with immature skills. This team approach would seem to

be a viable model -for those concerned with the teaching of reading and

Igiting skills.

I
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'KALEIDOSCOPE, An Educator's Dream Working

and

Triton College Gives Freshmen A Non=Clastioom Alterdative

Dr. Mary Leerstang
Oscar Wose Junior College
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an educat
MARY L. LEERSTANG,Chairperson'
Kaleidoscope Department
Triton College

dream worki

Want credit but don't want to just sit in a
classroom?
Want.a fun learning experience?
Want something more than lectures and tests?
Want involvement with people?
Want to be active in a community?

Sign up for kaleidoscope! .

And incoming freshmen at Triton College
in suburban River Grove are doing just that!
Something exciting is thaPpening at Triton.
Students are ecstatic about school, instructors
gre becdming learners, and community mem-
bers are supervisors in a university transfer
program. These conditions are characteristic of
a program, recently developed into a perma-
nent department at Triton, called Kaleido-
scope.

Background for the kaleidoscope experiment

The Kaleidoscope curriculum design was
transferred from the drawing board to class-

room reality in the fall of 1972, as an
experimental approach to community collegg
general education. It grew out of the realiza-

38

tion that although comprehensive community
colleges must accept 'a major responsibility for
the general education of students who enter
the "open door," educators have not initiated
many alternatives to the traditional academic
approach to learning. The lack of research
findings validating the effectiveness of the
academic approach led t9 The concluSion that
experirrientation with alternative approaches
was long overdue.

4C.aleidoscopecurriculUm design

Kaleidoscope was designed as a one -
semester academic/experiential prototype
based on the hypothesis that diredt, social
application,of knowledge is an essential stage in
the learning process. The academic/experienthil
way of learning encompassed the elements of
guided discovery, direct social application of
knowledge, and learner purpose and responsi-
bility. Kaleidoscope was designed to facilitate

. both cognitive and affective growth by incor-
, porating large-group presentations, small-group

discussions, individual conferences, and inde-
pendent community study. The Kaleidoscope

k
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Package included academic/experiential learn-
ing, heterogeneous grouping,, and an interdisci-,
plinary approach to subject matter. The six--
instructors in.the program were responsible for
helping the students coordinate the academic
learnifig with .1,the field experiences, thus
making theories applicable to real community

What type of community projects?

Each Kaleidoscope student spent one half

of his credit load working on a cavmunity
project of his interest, with the help of an
academic athiser and 'a community supervisor.

The 20 participating community organiza-
tions included such diverse groups as the Oak
Park /River Forest Chamber of Commerce, the
Proviso Association for Retarded Children, the

art department of Playboy, ag well as other
social and political organizations.

Major Kaleidoscope objectives included:
1) acquisition of community skills, 2) develop-
ment of subject-matter concepts, 3) the inter-
relating of knowledge, 4) building of significant
humah relationships, 5) an awareness of self,
and 6) an ability to evaluate and integrate
learning into a satisfying life-style.

The research study

The Kaleidoscope research study involved

100 randomly selected freshmen students (SO
transfer and 50developmental) and six instruc-

tors representing general education disciplines
The 1972 Kaleidoscope staff included Mike
Botterweck fn political science, Jolene Carlson
in speech, Bill Hinely in psychology, Barbara

0, Nelson in rhetoric, Donna Rudy in orientation
(also the Kale oscope counselor), and the,
author in hu ities. Goppla Krishna served-as

research stati
- The findings from the'study revealed the

Kaleidoscope approach to be equal to tradi-
tional academic procedure for both transfer
and developmental students in areas of academ-

ic achievement, critical thinking, self-eiteeM,
and autonomy; while they proved the Kaleido-
scope program to be superior in the areas of
open-mindedness and attitude toward elements

in thelearning situation: instructor, self:educa-
tional philosophy, classroom activities, peers,
and a sense of community and subject-matter
areas.

Kaleidoscope students displayed a positive'
attitude toward all elements in the learning

situation, while control students complained of
the irrelevancy of school activities to life, and
of-authoritarian instruction. All experimental
subjects benefited from the Kaleidoscope pro-
gram, particularly the community projects and

sathe helping relationship exhibited by the in-
structors, who, were, in actuality, co-learners. It
appears that the pairing of the academic/

experiential approach to learning with the
instructor guidance provided in a helping rela-
tionship, formed the framework for an excit-
ing, viable alternative to traditional academic
methods, while simultaneously activating the
community role in community college general
education. One feature of Kaleidoscope, in

addition to the academic experiential ap-
proach, is the theory that the most effective
learning occurs when academic advisers, com-

munity supervisors, and students are co-

learners.
Statistics show only a part of the Kaleido-

scope success story; thepeople who 'made' the
programthe students,' the instructors, the
administrators, and the onimunity supervisors,
all co-learners in the pro essLtell the test.

Excerpts

From the University Transfer Dean:
". . .1 am convinced that the Kaleidoscope

students received a larger portion of personal
enthusiasm for what they plan to do in future
years. They have become involved in a real way
and, many of them have, for the first 'time,
begun to understand that success in'tife is more
related to personal concern and involvement
than it is to facts and knowledge. I believe that
these students have received more than their
share of peisonal 'pride and personal satisfac-
tion from the program. With the continued,,
support of the faculty at Triton College,
Kaleidoscope .could very well be the vehicle

mwhich causes many of our dropouts to contin-
uL, college. I very strongly recommend that A

Triton College continue Kaleidoscope."

From a comthunity supervisor (architecture):
". . .let me congratulate you 'and your

colleagues on a 'one step filirward' in education.
think the whole concept is terrific! Learning

by doing was and is the only way to positive
education. In the past three decades we -have

. somewhat lost the 'whole concept of what is
the 'final product.' However, your Kaleido-
scope program is a, refreshing return to the
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guild system of Leonardo da Vinci and
Michelangelo; the atelier of Frank Lloyd
Wright and Louis Sullivan, and the Bau Haus of
Peter Berins and Meis Vanderoe. You arc on
the right track; don't let talentless people derail
you."
From an instructor (counselor):

. .1 feel that Kaleidoscope has been a
good education for me. I have seen how the
courses are interrelated and can easily

the

applied to personal and social problems. I have
watched students pursuing dial own interest in
a real-life situation, and I saw how their class
sessions helped them understand and deal with
their own lives more effectively."
From a Kaleidoscope student:

4 .1 remember a girl I graduated with.
She was an 'A' student in high school and was
involved in student-directed learning classes,
She came to Triton and was enrolled in
traditional classes. She quit school because it
was all too routine. She felt she wasn't gaining
any new knowledge or new experiences. She
felt that she wasn't learning. I believe if she had
been registered for Kaleidoscope, she would
still be in school."
From a Kaleidoscope student:

".. .in my project I wasn't copying from a
book, or falling asleep in a lecture. I was
actually involved. I was accomplishing some-
thing, and the sense of accomplishment means
'a lot to me."
From a Kaleidoscope student:

44.
. .another student in Kaleidoscope

worked with a slow-learner class of fifth-
graders, and brought them out to the Little
Red Schoolhouse, where I was doing my
project with the naturalists there. It was just
great for me to take the kids out on the trails,
reading the signs and. explaining about the
animals and the displays. I loved watching their
reactions and listening to their questions. I
think it was just as exciting for them to learn
about all of the new animals and plants along
the trail. . just being in the Wood4 without
seeing cars and asphalt every second was a
treat..I enjoyed showing therrttiomething dif-
ferent and unusual in their daily lives."
From a Kaleidoscope student:

. .and I think it's rathei cruel that aftir
having had a glimpse, and after having gotten a
taste of what the education process could be
like, what it c be like, that jt will be snatched
away from us, and we are forced to once again

KALEIDOSCOPE is an ever-changing progAn which involves students in real
relating classroom and social experiences in a meaningful and exciting way.

situations in the, community,

40
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return to and become a part of the cold, dreary
system."
From a Kaleidoscope student:. .

44. .1 learned more from my project
during an election year than I could in four
years of political science courses. It was a real
learning experience!. Everything from political
science books was applied to reality."
From an outsider (Triton student);

44.
. not having been on the inside of

Triton College's newest experiment, I feel able
to. report on a new program called kaleido-

, scope from a different point of viewfrom the
outside. I am currently in Mary Leerstang's
Rhetoric 102 -class, which is dominated by
ex-Kaleidoscopers, and what rhave seen makes
me envious and sorry that I wasn't able to get
into the program!

"My first impraTion was the complete
rapport between student and leacher. The
teacher wasn't `up there' as if she were miles
above the lowly students; but she was on the
same level as the student. Not that there was
disrespect, it was more like a mutual idmira-
tion for what each person could bring to the
learning situation. Discussions were for the

.benefit' of all concerned and it seemed as

A

though the teacher was as eager to learn as the
student"

As .a result of its success, the charismatic
Kaleidoscope was made into a permanent
department at Triton College, offering 125
freshmen students an exciting alternative for a
full year of transferable general education
courses. The KaleidOlcope design, in its chang-
ing pattern and interrelated parts, encompasses
all stages of the learning propess. In its empha-
sis on direct social application of knowledge,
Ka101oscope actively involves the student and
the community supervisor so that it comes as
no surprise that the community is overwhelm-
ingly receptive.

Kaleidoscope is new, and revolutionary; it
is radical school reform! Sure, the idea of
applied knowledge has been-around for years;
but not in baccalaureate .programs, as an
alternative approach available for each incom-
ing freshmh, and offered for fUlly transferable
academic credit. It has growing pains, natural-
ly, and will be constantly improved as the
program progresses. But as our dean noted,
"With that kind'of.enthusiasm, how can it
miss?" Kaleidoscope is educational dynamite.
An educator's dream working.

71iton.College photos
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Triton Community, College in River Grcive,
Ill., has expanded its curficblum choices

for freshmen by offering them an
innovative servicelearning option as an

alternative to a general or remedial course
load. Project gileidoscope, a two-semester

program, offers 125 freshmen an
opportunity to participate directly in

community service as an integral part of
their classroom learning experience.

SYNERGIT
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Photo by Ron Konwitcher

Kaleidoscope student Cindy ,Cross and instructor Jim Mc-
Mahon take a call on the Northwest Youth Outreach hotline.

ACTION/NSVP
43

. Students who enroll in Prtject Kaleidoscope serve for
a minimum of eight hours a week in community agen
cies, homes for the retarded and elderly, community;
theater groups, and architectural firms engaged in
low-income neighborhood rehabilitation.

The Students
Project Kaleidoscope as. designed -byitsckairwran

Dr--Mary Leerstang tc give freshmen faced with the
prospect of speriding two years in a classroom cmliron-
inent, the opportunity to participate in an alternative
to traditional education. Open to all freshmen inducts
ing 'those who might usually be placed in a remedial
program, the project has no rigid entrance 'require-
ments, and is lirnited to 125 students on a first come-
first served basis.

During the past three years, Project Kaleidoscopes
reputation has grown throughout the Chicago com-
munity. By word of mouth and printed materials, high
school students are made aware of the service-learning
alternative and those interested in a non-classroom ex-
perience are asked to submit a registration form.

All student applicants are interviewed by Kaleido-
scope's counselor, Donna Rudy, who places heavy em-
phasis on the student's motivation and maturity.

"If a student is motivated, if he indicates be can
handle the service commitment," Dr. Leerstang ex-
plains, "we're not Ago concerned with his previous
performance. All of Project Kaleidoscope's classroom_
work is strictly 100-level freshmen general education
courses. Why should kids who have poor high school
grades be forced to take remedial courses? Project
Kaleidoscope offers them the opportunity to compete
academicallyand they do."

Most community college students who transfer from
two-year to four-year institutions suffer a reduction in
grade points. However,,subsequent research indicated
that those students who successfully completed Project
Kaledioscope were later able to transfer to a four-year /
school without a drop in grade level.

Student Placement
Freshmen coming into the program begin the school,

year with aweek of orientation. During that time, the
six facility members who administer the program in.:
troduce the students to general classroom studies and.
help them explore student interest areas. Faculty then
divide students into small groups according to interest
area, and a faculty member helps each student trAns-.
late his interest into a community service placethent.

"The student is solely responsible for identifyilig'his
interest area," Dr. Leerstang says. "Tlien it is the
faculty member's guidance that helps match the stu-
dait with the right community plaxmcnf opportunity."

Since its inception in 1972, Project Kaleidoscope
has placed students in ,rtiore than 200 community or-
r (Continued on next page) '
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ganizations in areas ranging from graphic art to care
of the Lie. Since meaningful field experience is essen-

ial to Kaleidoscope's curriculum, the/acuity maintain'
' contact with community agencie canvassing the

Chicago area for committed, interested organizations.

Group Discussion
Project Kaleidoscope staff members guide students

during the semestef,14 helping them assess the correla-
tion between academic ltarnirig and 'field experience.
Each faculty .mernber, whether he is responsible for in-
troduction to philosOpIty or political science, is in-

volved-in helping the student develop 'the interrelation-.
ship between classroom work and community service
through a series of small group discussions.

By taking an, interdisciplinary approach to learning,
the Kaleidoscope faculty coordinates" the students
education by relating learning to life, instilling an
awareness of self, and developing the relevancy be-

tween classroom eaucation and field experience. Stu-
dents are encouraged to relate their assigned classwork
to their' community service, to brainstorm ideas gen-
erated by classroom assignments, and to evaluate their

individual learning.

The Community Agency
From the time the student enters the agency in the

second week of the semester until his commitment
ends, the agency supervisor plays a key role in Project
Kaleidoscope's evaluation of his performance.

As part of his service commitment, the student signs

a service contract with the agency, establishing learn-

ing objecti,ve volunteer hours, and responsibilities,
During his term- of service, the 'agency supervisor is

responsible for his training and.evaluation, submitting
periodic progress reports" to Triton's Kaleidoscope

faculty to be incorporated as' part of tie student"s

course.grade. v.
. ,

Evaluation meetings ate held between the stuck t;

agency supervisor, and Project Kaleidoscope -faculty

members to assess the student's service commitment.
Evaluation by the faculty is based,on the student's abil-

ity to assume responsibility, his learning objectives,

and is personal groth. during service. The student's

inpu in the evaluation prbeess includes short written

or verbal report* to the faculty on the skills he has'
..tgained white participating in the community service

project, his contributions to the agency, and his role

as an integral part of qee organization's work.
'The number of students placed in an agency varies

with need. Some agenda request as many students as

.express interest, while other may request only one as in

the case of the Farm Club, a school for 'mentally
retarded children in Hinsdale. 1W '

ProjeFt Kaleidoscope made -a' single placement in
that agency by sending a Atudent whose love for an-
imals and children made Jeer an ideal candidate for a

volunteer counselor. &ring her term in the project
she helped youngsters relate to their environment by

teaching them rudimentary farming skills and how to

care for animals.

Crisis Inter/ do

At Northwest Youth Outtrea4 ,(NY , as YMCA-

sponsored crisis invention center in Chicago, 12

students solunteqr a good ilea! more than the required
eight hours a wee. .as phone counselors members

of an emergency edical team.

Screened by professional staff of eig t to make
sure the stuck, is are mature enough to h dle the
responsibilities of telephone hotline counselors, volun-
teers are gi'ven an intensive six-week training course
before beini paired with a more experienced volunteer
in a "buddy" counseling system. Once the training is

completed, students volunteer for two six-hour nightly
shifts on the 'hotline, handling calls that range from
suicide'prevention to drug identification, as well'as giv-,
ing referral information for other social services.

"Students involved on the hotline are an important
part of the agency," said Jim McMahon, Kaleido-"
scopes philosophy instructor and a volunteer at NYO.
"They realize their service is a valuable part of com-
munity involvement and they find their commitment

a tremendously important part of their undergraduate

educational experienbe."
All students are trained in Red Cross first aid pro-

cedures and are capable of giving emergency' first aid
instructions over the phone. As part- of Northwest
Youth Outreach's medical team: SQMC students ac-

company co-director Dr. Dale Foster into the Chicago
community on drug-related emergencies, administer-

ing first aid and making certain the individual gets .to

the hospital for treatment.
t

The Community'College
Triton's Project Kalkidoscope has introduced to the

,.community college curriculum an experiential ap-

--proach to !carding which is a viable alternative to
traditional classroom education.

"It's time. the community college' acted as.a com-
munity college,a"said Dr. Leerstang. `:By giving a ro-

dents. 6tposure through service-learning programs, the

college is doing what it was established- to do-- fttlfill
the learning needs of the students while participating

as an active member of the community."

4

Many Triton students who have completed Project

Kaleidoscope continue to serve las volunteers. The-
Volunteer and Community 'Services Board, headed by
Michael Almada, places '150 ,students,about half of
whom receive 'academic credit. 'many work as teachers

aides or with the mentally retarded. ,Text year the
Board, which was founded in 1971, will change its name

to the Human Service Programs Office and will initiate

a volunteer program for Spanish-speaking residents.

SYNERGIST
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PROJECT:

Course design'and guide for individualized preScriptiv

BRO',, A R.D COT41.1JNT TY COLL ';GE NORTH CA:PUS

READ:i NG DEPART:7,NT
6 .

instruction to be us.ed in a reading program for nursing

stUdents 0.1

PROBLEA:

f

I,

.To tailor a reading course to'fit the needs of nursing

'students who require an upgrading ofatheir reading skills.
. .

This problem arose ou of the possibility that failure to

achieve'in tk e nursin7 program and board failure are direct-
,

'ly related to inefficient or inadequatel ddveloped.reading

techniques.

CODNIHRATI.)NS:

Percentage of time deiroted tb study skills, vocabulary devel-

opment, and analytical reading.

Root,program.

Vocabulary program.

Text.

Speed.

Effectiveness of Listen and Read Program.

Percettage of class vs.' lab time.

Special medically.ii-elated materials.

4

.

Transfer of general reading skills to specific course of

..study (Ratlonale: Effect g^ wider knowledge base on reading). .
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INTROACTION:

The purpose of this prcljec,t was and is ho develop in'

nursinF students a readings ability proficient enough to handle

ea8i1v.nursing course reading requirements, to develop their

study and tett-taking skills, to improve their vocabularies,

to acquaint them with 'medically re/atedliatin and Greek roots,?

and, in general, to encourage these students to expand their

reading range and knowledge base. In order to accomplishhis"

task, A course of study(SyllabusY was planned, a statement of

objectives was established and.,set,dOum forth students, a

medical roots program with sts was developed, a guide for

independent, individualized prescriptive instruction {Indivi-

dual Laboratory Record) was devised, and a course evaluation

form to be administired-and returned anonymously at mid-semester

was designed to further guide the instructor. .(See enclosures.)

Pot included here are the vocabulary program (the latter half of

the Bergen Evans Vocabulary*Program) with tests, all of the lab-

oratory materials used (but which are listed on the laboratory

record sheet), a variety of ,supplementary teaching materials

provided by the instructor for class discussion, and all diag-

nostic instruments and sample nursing boards.

Since the principles of remediation' (overteaching', building

confidence and motiVation, and using any and all appropriate

sensory-motor pathways) remain essentially constant, it was

docidbd that an eclectic methodology tailored to individual

needs would be'the best apnroacl-. Tioreover, the instructor

was not overly concerned with the dtidiy of the deficiencies,
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but chose rather to treat the symptoms, to strengthen weaknesses

by dealing through strengths.

The nature of this particular reading course posed a few

additional problems because of 'the shecializatipn of its students.

Here were and'are a group of nursing students 'with special vocab=

ulary needs who lacked science- readinkills, study techniques,

and Organe ation in general. 'Special materials of a technolo-
.. . .Y

gi cal or scientific nature were selected for laboratory use. .

Study techniques and science - reading skills were emphasized.

But., since most of our activities are not specialized in content,

the instructor used certain materials in the belief that proper
%

reading skills transfer and adapt to any situation (i.e. reading

for a specific purpose, relating past knowledge, discovering and

utilizing format, recognizing differences and similarities,

.reorganizing material to suit purpose, varying rate and style

of reading according to the material, predicting outcome from

events, drawing conclusions, and judging quality and usefulness

of information). Further, it is believed that a competent reader

utilizes whatever skills (once he has mastered them) necessary in

any given situation. Experience-approac .r. and student-centered

methodology were employed in all medital knowledge discUssions.
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FINDINGS:

These students came to us tired and much over-worked partly

because of the nature of their course of study and partly because

?

of poorly developed reading skills. In the beginning, they were

told that this course'llas required. After about five weeks, they

were told\hat it was strongly recommended but not absolutely

required. Consequently, only 12 out of the original' 18 remain

v . 1.-
at the time,orthis writingl.Lm0"-seIImesterp7- Follpwing-iS-a brief

.? .

summary of growth iAn t. ese students in eight weeks.
r

, A. / '

Student Comprehension ',ale Vo al): )-alle Milele Grade Lev
.'

A 32 471 40. 12
83 52 61 13

B 18 65 45 12

75 56 61 13

.0
,

(
8
30,

65
78

35
61

12
- 13

4

?D 11 20 14 - 10

50 21 26 11

E 5, .
21 9 9

10 37 20 10+

F 27 29' 25 11
58 44 46 124-

.

1 39 10 9
13 21 14

.

10

H . 1 38 9 9
5 71 33 12

,
. .

I 20 21 17 10
.24'

0
44 33 12

29 15 17 10

58 .

27 33 12

K 22, 8 10 9
13 21

.

14
.

10

L 4. 35 14 10

58 52 52. 13

4.9
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5 .

The figures in the first 3,Vertical columns are percentile.

scoreS in comprehension, vocabulary, and total reading ability..

Tho- fourth column is the reading grade level. In the case of'

student A; the first horizontal line of figures 'represents'

reading ability'as of 9'JanUary 1976; the second line .of figures
a. 4

repreentS reading ability as of l'MIsch 1976 etc. .The sets

off` figures are obtained from twq.formsof a standard diagnottfc

reading test (DRT). All students shdwettigrowth in comprehension

except for student K. Students G and E dropped off in vocabulary.

In total reading and grade all students demonstrated

growth. These results wereachieved in only 20 hours of actual

class. -lab time. A major: difficulty is the lack of time :these

student*_ have-to -Opeitt-,irCiaboTatoiy activity. e -instrua0r---: 7

fully.-believes that even greater growth 'could have been achieved

1. if the studentshad been able to devote more time. to.this course.

However, in-,general, the resultant growth is significant and

clearly indicates tlie value and h of such a course: ;

he simple course-evaluation form wasalso given to these

students at mid-semester. Eight of 12 Saidethey would elect a
I r

reading.course if not required (question 1). A11 12 replied"

that they would recommend this course, that the skills learned

here allowed them to be more efficient, students, that theyncould,
.

a

.cover their reading assignments more efficiently,. that their

medical vocabularies Iad improved, and that they hnd a greater

awareness of words, in general (2 -6)': Nine preferreaa. class-

lab program (ours), 2 all lahl, and 1all class (7). Nine students
)

used, their syllabus (8). pine found lab-time.enjoyable and
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worthwhile (9): All students rated the instructor as good (10).

Only 2 students made suggestions to the instructor: one that

sI Work on specific weaknesses, And one that nursing students be

required to take such.'a course garner qin.the program (11). r
-r, .,-

TwO6dents 'recommended more medically related materials (12).,

Two students felt the instructor should have assigned specific,

corrective materials (13). The last question dealing with the

most helpful part of the courselwas answered with just about

everything that was, done. Lab ileceive4J5 votes, medical roots 2,

vocabulary 6, timed activities 2, classroom experiences 2, read-

ing comprehension activities 4, films 2, skimmine2, work on

main ideas'2; and reading for purpose 2. Of course, most students

listed two activities. The instructor believes that the responses

were: for the most part, very positive and very favorable. The

instructor attempted to vary activities and methods of delivery

-)
as mum as possible to meet all needs. From the test scores and,'

evaluatioris, it is concluded that this course. has, up Zo now,

been achieving its objectives.

1 (1 )". r (
Ik.-

Y -F r ( a a_ Cap
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.SYLLABUS - ENGLISH 105

Text: Reading Skills by William D. Blake'

I.
Vocabulary: Bergen-Evahs Program, MeLdal Root Program

Laboratory Program: Individualized prescriptions after testing,

evaluation, and conference with instructor.

WEEK 1;"
Introduction to course and text.

Testing and evluation.
Introduction of medically

F related root program.
Media and materials.

WEEK '2'

Reading formula.
Laboratory materials.

Main ideas
Study schedule
Text: Chapters 1 and 2,;

WEEK 3
Shadows cope.
Varying rate and style of reading.

Quiz: Part 1 of root programs '

Text: Chapters 3 and 4

WEEK, 4

RFU program.
Skimming and scanning.
Reading the Newspaper.

Text: Chapters 5 and 6

WEEK 5
100
eaPr:s7aorsof main ideas from

suppor ive details.

Text: Chapters 7 and 8

WEEK
Improving memory.
Acquiring proper reading habits.

Quiz: Part 2 of root program.

\

Text: 9_and 10

WEEK 7
ITTi;ductioii of Bergen-Evans

program.
Vocabulary enrichment.

Text: 11 and 12

52

WEEK 8
Takimg notes and .summarizing.

Listen and Rend program.

Quiz: Vocabulary Vol. III, Side 2

Text: 13 And 14

AN.

A

4
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.

WEEK 9 WEEK 10
.

Mid-semegter testing and evaluation. Library Lefresher
Re-evaluation of prescriptive Planning.reading time.
instruction

WEE 11

Introduc'tiod of Volume IV, Side I
Critical reading.
Increasing knowledge base.
Text: 17 and 16-

Quiz: Vocabularyydluie III, Side 2
Text: 15 'and 16'

WEEK 12
Faulty reasoning and writing tricks
Inferences and judgments.
Satire and tone.

Quiz: Volume IV, Side I
Text: 19 and 20

A

WEEK 13

Nursing board pre-tests.
Introduction of Vdlume IV, 2.
Affective reading.

Reading the novel.
Text: 21 and 22.

4

WEEK 14
Reading selectively.

Quiz: Volume IV, Side 2
.Text: 23 and 24

WEEK 15
Introduction,,of Volume V, Side 1
Final Review
Completion of lab work.

53

WEEK 16
Quiz: Volume' V,. 1

Final examination and evaluation.

11,

4
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OBJECTIVES FOR lop

.1. To, read with concentration, with an alert and inquiring mind.

2. To understand word meanings-in and out of context.

3. To skim, or make an appraising preview of material to be read in order to

determine the best method of reading it; determining the relevance of a

source to the purpose in hand; finding quickly a needed bit of information.

4. To read at a sufficiently good rate to read daily assignments efficiently;

this may include reading by phrases.
To adjust the rate of reading to the nature of the material and the purpose

of.the reader; and changing the methdd with change of purpose a d material.

6. .To judge wisely what must be read carefully and what may be skimm d.

7. To get the main idea in a paragraph and in i whole reading unit.

8. To follow and remember the organization of a passage while reading.

9. To rdad for ideas; understanding and interpreting ideas.

10. To.distinguish between the author's thought on the subject and the reader's.

11. To perceive close distinctions of th6ught.

12. To f4llow through anfargument or a line of thought to the end.

13. To understand abstract taterial:

14. To draw conclusions, and understanI implications, inferences, and assumptions.

15. To summarize and generalize. .

16. To read critically; analyzing and appraising.

17. To perceive the tone, mood, and purpose of the writer.

18. To read creatively.
19. To read to remember.
20. To understand, remember, and use facts and concepts; that is, the technical

vocabulary, expressions and symbols of mathematics, the physical sciences,

and dither specialized areas.

21. To.achieve your individual goals.

22. To achieve a gain in reading speed of a minimum of 100 words faster per minute.

23. To achieve college levelor above comprehension.

24. To achieve college leiel vocabulary.

25. To achieve efficiencyliin study skills and test taking techniques.

EVALUATION:'
1/3 compilation of test scores
1/3 laboratory records and hours in lab
1/3 examination (knowledge of skills and efficieiit reading techdiques

and standardized 'test)
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Mid-Term Evaluatidn of Reading Program

1.

2.

Would you elect a reading course if not,required?

'.iould you recommend this course to your friends

as a wotthwhile, helpful course?

Yes No

Yes No

3. Do you feel that the reading skills and study

techniques preserfted here will enable you to be

a bener, more efficient student? Yes Igo

4. Have you been able to cover your reading assignment'vs

faster and more efficiently? Yes No

5. Has your medical vocabulary improved? Yes No

6. Do you have a greater awareness of words, in general? Yes No

7. Whichrnethod of instruction is best for you?

a. Entire laboratory program
b. 'Teacher directed discussion and textbook

program with no lab
4

c. Part lab and part directed discusgion (ours)

d. Other -- explain .

8. Did you use your syllabus? Yes' No

9. Did you find lab time-enjoyable and woAhwhile? Ye's No

10. How would you rate your instructor?

a. Good,
b. Fair
c. Poor

11. Do you have any suggestions for your instructor?

What?

12. What part of the cdurse would you change?. How?

13. 4iow.can your instruct-dr improve your learning experience?

14. 1/2hat part ofthe reading course has been most helpful to.you?

5 5



NAME

SCORE.

MEDICAL ROOT TEST PART I

DEFINE THE UNDERLINED ROOTS IN THE FOLLOWING WORDS.

1. Bradyphagoa 6. Carcinoma

2. Acromegaly 7. Hysterectomy

3, Dermatologist 8. Gingivitis

4. 'Leukemia 9. Dysphasia.

5. Cytology

..''''

10. Chromocyte

MATCH THE WORDS IN COLUMN I WITH TAT MEANINGS IN COLUMN II. PLACE THE LETTER

BEFORE YOUR CHOICE IN THE BLANK BEFORE THE WORD.

COLUMN I
COLUMN-II

11. acrd'
'A joint

12. cyan
B hidden

13. dactyl
C neck

14. cervic
D side

15. arthr
E finger, toe

16. later
F right

17. cardi
G gum

18. gingio
H both

19. ambi
T air

^20. hemo J heart

21. dext.r
K blood

/e.

22. litho
L blue

crypt
M same

24.. homo
.N good

25. eu
0 bad
P stone

CHOOSE THE PROPER MEANING.FOR THE FOLLOWING ROOTS.

26. iso a) iris b) equal cl in

27. lacrim a) tear b) side c) fat

28. gnos 'a) tongue b) kind c? knowledge

29. edema e) swelling b) excision c) over'

. 30. dorso-a) front b) back c) side

31. inter a) under ° b) above c) between
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NAME.

. SCORE

TEST MEDICAL ROOTS PART II

Ap

DEFINE THE UNDERLINED ROOTS IN THE FOLLOWING WORDS.

1. pseudomanla 6. &

2. rachiometer 7.
a

3. psychosis,,;' 8.

4. xanthemia 9.
1

5. consanguinity 10:

necrosis

therapeutic

enterorrhagia

eupepsia

narcolepsy

o 6
MATCH THE WORDS IN.CQLUMN I WITHTHE MEANINGS IN COLUMN II. PLACE THE ETTER

BEFORE YOUR CH (LE IN THE BLANK BEFORE THE WORD.

COLUMN I ,

COLUMN II

11. melan
12. myo
13. vaso
14. pod .

15. otomy
16. opia

1

.

-sindstr,
1plast
19. troph

20. stasis
21. oma
22. tachy
23. philb
24. lyso
25. joly "

A. foot .

B. vision
C. muscle
D., development
E. halt
F. black
.G. tumor

H. attraction
I. left

J. vessel
K. destruction
L. incision

M. many
N. vein
O. repair

P. 'fast

CHOOSE THE PROPER MEANING FOR THE FOLLOWING ROOTS.

26. uni a) one . b) unit c) three

27. pleg a) speech -b),paralysis c) vein

- 28. scler a) hard b) soft c) scar

29. ren a) backward b) leg c) kidney

30. meso a) small b) middle c) mess

31. neo a) nerve b5 next c) new

32. phas a) formation : ,.b) phase .
c1 speech

33. thorac a) rib 6) chest ...,,p.c) clot
. .

.
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WORD PART

a'
ab
abdomin/o
acr/o
ad
aden/o
aer/o
alges/i
algia
ambi/i
an
angi/o
anis/o
ankyl/o
ante
anter/o
anti
arthr/o
aut/o
bi
bi/o
blast/o
*bleplar/o
,brad/7
calcdhe/o
carcinho
cardi/o
carp/o
caudo
cele
centesfs
cephal/o
cervic/ot
cheilto
chir/o
chlor/o
cOal/e
chondr/o
chrom/o
circum
clyslo
col/o
coapcb

ROOTS FORrMEDICAL TERMINOLOGY

DEFINITION WORD PARS

withoUt
. ecomy

from ectop/o
abdomen C:dema, ,

extremities emesis.
toward

. \ emia
gland encephal/o.
air end/o
oversensitivity enter/o
pain

s
epi

both drythr/o
without esthesi/o
vessel eu
unequal ex
stiff extra
before gastr/o
before ,,gen/o
against m 'gingiv/o
joint glossh °

self gllyc/o
two gnos/o

, gram/olife .q
embryonic form
eyelid
slow
heel
cancerr,
heart
wrist
tail

graph/o
gynec/o
hem/o.
hemat/o
hemi
hepat/o
heter/o
hidr/o

herniation hist/o
1milte.t4.114...evaNciykre-hom/o

head r,

neck.
lip
hand' ,

green
gall,bile
cartilage
color'
around
wash
colon
vagina
with

contra against
cor/e,core/o pdpil
corne/o cornea
cost/o
crani/o
cryptic)
cyan/o
cycl/o
cyst/o
cyt/o
dacry/o
dactyl/o
de

,rib
skull
hidden
blue
ciliary body

,bladder
'cell
tear
finger, roe
from

hydr/o
hyper
hypo
hyster/o
in
infra
inter
intr/a
ir/o
irid/o
is/o
itis
kerat/o
kinesi/
lacrim/o
lapar/o
later/o
leps/o
leuk/o
lip/o
lith/o
log/o,
lumb/o
lys/o
macr/o
mal

DEFINITION

excision
misplaced
swelling .

vomiting
blood
brain
in
small intestine
over
red
sensation
good
from
in addition to
stomach
origin,beginning
gum .

tongue
sugar
knowledge
recording
ins, rument
woman
blood
blood-
half.
liver
differeht
sweat
tissue
same
water
more than normal
less than normal
uterus
in, not
below, uhdqr
between
within
iris
iris
equal
inflamation
cornea
movement
tear
abdominal wall
side
seizure
white
fat
stone

, study
loin
destruction
large
bad

0 .



WORD PART DEFINITION WORD PART DEFINITNN

dent/o
derm/o
dermat/o:
dextr/o
di/a

tooun
skin.
skin.
righ.t

through

malac/o
mania
medi/o.

Megal/o
melan/o

or

softening
madness
middle
enlargement
black

dipl/o double men/o menses
dips/o drink mes/o middle
dis to free,undo, metr/o,meter measure
dors/o back micr/o small
drom/o running with mon/o single
dyn/o pain IP many
dys bad my/o muscle
ect/o outer myc/o fungus
ectas/ia,ectas/is stretch

,
myel/o
myx/o

bone marrow
mucus

.
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tar'
MORD PART DEFINITION WORD PART

-2- gir

DEFINITION'

n4rc /o sleep 'pol/y manynas/o nose post afternecr/o dead plster/o behindnek new pre beforenephr/o kidney Fro beforeneur /o nerve proct/o rectumnoct/i might pseud/o falsenyct /o night psych/o mindrull/i nine ptosis prolapseo /oF,
oid '.

OVUM py/o . pus
pye1/0rece'rIbling renal pelvisonto shoulder pyr/o fever, fire

cull tumor rach/i,rachi/o spine,omphal/o- rieuel ren/o kidneyonych/o nail retin/o retinaouphor/o ovary retr/o backward
o-.2hthelm/o eye' rhin/o nose
-%lia vision sulping/o fallopian tubeorchid/o - testes

:
sanguin/o bloodorrhagia hctorrhage a schlz/9 splitorrhaphy suture scler/o hardorrhea flow

. scop to examinationorrhexiS rdpture semi halfosis , cond,i*ion sept/o infectionoste/o -bore stnistr/o left
. ostomy new opening spir/o- breathe
0.-.«,,.; car spien/o spleenotomy, incision stasis halt
nar/a around stomat/o mouth

bear strept/o twisted
disease sub below, under. ..
laciciof.- super above
digestion 6ym` together
through ''' syn with
around tach/y fast
fixation therap/o treatment
eat therm/o heat
speech thordcto chest
attraction thrOmb/o clot
vein tone .. instrument for
feai` incising.
voice ,trans across /

carry tri three .,
diaphragm trich/o

. hair .

formation . trips/y surgical- crushing
fo-tration Croph/o ,

.development
repair ' tympan/p eardrum
paralysis uni , one .:.

brea't.he uric, urine
-,air yns/o vessel

lung . .ventr/o bellY
foot 1,

esic/0.. .

bladder
.viscer/o organ

62 'xauth4o", yellow

; par/o
`pathio
penia
pups /o
per
,pert
pex/o
phag/o
phas/o
phil/o
phleb/o
phob/o
phod/o
phor/o
phren/o
plas/o
pllsm7o
plast/o
pleg/a
pqe/i)

pn2um/o
pneumon/o
pod/o
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OPERATION PLATOON

6

I. Introduction

In the Summer of 1972, immedjatelyjollowing the end of the Viet Nam

era, Oscar Rose Junior College was designated to develop and implement

a special pilot project'for Veterans through the HEW's Talent SearCh/s

Upward Bound program. This project Was to idcl6de basic studies 'courses

taught to two hundred veterans by a success oriented interdiSciplinary'

team which would build thOe bass educational skills from which success

in postsecondary education could be achieved. The basic studies courses

evolved into Psychology of, Personal Adjustment, Developmental 'Reading,
'

Basic English Composition, and gasic4Mathematics. Personal counseling'

and tutoring are also componentn this project"

Population

Oscar Rose'Junior College is located in an urban area and has a
,

student body comprised of approximately 40% lowincome and minority

individuals, both Black and American Indian. ORJC has more Blacks than

'44

any other. institution of higher education in the State of,Oklahoma,
,

except predominately Black Langston University. .

The criteria for selection into'the Special,Educational Veterans

program is 'as follows:

A. Recently discharged. "

B. High School dropout, or minimally eddcated with a background of

academic failure in secondary school or college becadse of:deficiency

in basiC educational skills.
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C. POrly motivated. - .

,D. 'Unemployed Veteran or one who- has employment on an intermittant

or part-time,basis but who has potential or incentive to better his

economic situation.

E. Underemployed Veteran who is unable to rise above his cuhrent

emplpyment level due to lack of educational background.

F. Physically handicapped Veterans who might benefit from this

# educational program.

Program to Accomplish TheseIdentified Student Needs:

Because of the criteria for selection into the Veterans Upward

'Bound program at Oscar Rose, a new instructional strategy in the basic

skills was deemed necessary. Reading, it seemed, should be the heart

of such a program. Gradually, it was decided that platoons of 22 students

would be scheduled across the four subject matter areas. The four

-,teachers involved in each team would, therefore, have the same students

common. Perhaps more importantly, students would see relationships

amon the four courses. A personality theory studied in Personal

Adjustm nt could be the topic for a three paragraphtheme in Basic

nglish Composition. Math could be used to figure reading rate in

Developmental Reading. Developmental Reading, as a tool course, would

undergird the entire four-course, introductory semester curricululp.

The entire "vertical team" concept, then, evolved as 6 way to give Veteran

students a better shot-at transfer of learning, affective as well as

cognitive reinforcement, and attention to the individual.
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Four Discipline Vertical Team Activity One

Performance Objectives:
a,

Upon completion of this activity, the student will be.able to write
. .

a short essay about role playing and self-concept as they relite in

literature and everyday life. -

Discipline Activities:

Mathematics: The student will discuss and evaluate itrate§tes.in

forming matrices in forming relationships involved in role playing

and self-concept.

Reading: The student will learn to and define terms learned
.4.

in the mathematics, psychology, and Tmlish classes. The'student
,

will be able to identify the figurative ianguage uied and-write an '

original phrase using that contention'': ,

Psychology: The student will examine ,and dicwss various liter'aNiT
, . ,

which identifies role playing and'se)f,.-concept

English: The student will learn groupAiscuss4on, and paragraph essay,
4 4 f

techniques necessary to write a paragraph'relating one o-rthe ideas
. .

...

presented in Emily Dickinson'S p4bs and use it fo,ev4luate the fact's `,
4

self-concept or use it as a sounding board wl%t tHe.poet expects*.
7 .,

from the role of a surgeon or physician. '

t

..,..

Assessment: . . '',

... .... 0...

Having learned the mathematical, psyChological,:reading and ' '

., ,

communications skills necessary, the student_will*write'& pat4agr'aph
. .

essay relating the various aspects of role plAying.and self-concept_

to literature and to life:
A,

1
r . vit
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Worksheet For Vertical Team Integration
(Activity #1)

Readibg

Performance Objective 4

:The student will be able to spell, define, pronounce, and

4,2

*self,concept.

syllabicate the necessary psychological, mathematical, and English

.terms involved, in reading or writing about role playing and

4

Activity In Your Discipline

Student will learn through class exercises the definition and work

exercises, fisten'to lecture's, participate in group discusiOn on

spelling, defining, and syllabicating the necessary terms.

,'Activities In Other Disciplines

1. Mathematics: The student will work out different mathematical

strategies for forming matrices that are involved in game people

play in forming relationships or involved in working out conflicts

related to role playing and self-concept.

2. Psychology: The student will read and discuss literature related

to role playing and seTf-concept.

3. English: The student will learn to read, discuss and write about

what he,has'read in a well structured paragraph.

Assessment In Your Discipline (Tests)°

A test will be given in reading to assess the student's ability,to

spell, define, lIrbrioUnce, llabicate,:and use each of the vocabulary

terms.' .,

-68
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. Team Assessment .,
.

.(Does The Skill Carry Over To The Other Disciplines?)

1. The student will perform adequately in small groups discussion io

all classes.

2. The student will write a paragraph on the assigned topic which is

acceptable-to all teachers in the team.

o

.p
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Worksheet for Vertical Team Integration

' (Activity #1) .
English Comp. I

Performance ObjeEtive

1. The student will learn-to discuss, through.group discussion techniques,

the relevancy of Emily Dickinson's poem "I'M Nobody! Who Are You ?"

to actual a9alysis of self-concept and-the relevancy of her poems

"Surgeons must be careful" or "Is Heaven a Pbysitian?",to the import-

ance given to the doctor in his role in real life.

2. The student will learn to structure and write a paragraph essay.

Activity In Your' Discipline 10

1. The student will read assigned peens then
0

participate in group discussion."

2. The student will perform vaTious tasks, listen to instructions on',para-

'graph and essay structure and will learn the necessary mechanical skills

to write the essay.

Activity in The Other Dis.ciplines

LiMathematics; Student will discuss and eVal,uate strategies in forming

Matrics involved in role playing and self-concept.

4
.

2. Reading: The student will learn to spell and define terms which apply

to role playiag and self-concept. The studeilit will learn to identify

and use specific figurative languages.

3. Psychology: The student will learn to relate self-concept to role
.

playing.

Assessment In ,Your Discipline (test)

1. The student will perform adequaWy in group.discussion.

2,, The student will structure and write a paragraph essay on,the assigned

topic.

!0



Team Assessment
(Does The Skill Carry Over To The Other'Discipljnes?)

1. The student will perform adequatellin group 'discussion.

2. The student will write a paragraph essay which is acceptable to all

of the team teachers. '
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Test scores ,ani c(ess in junior College
A Roc Kc ,( tt

Research was done at Lees Junior Collegein.Jacksen,

Kentucky to determine the relatifinship between reading test

scores and academic success. Lees is a small private liberal . '

arts college that has just introduced career programs such

ag-electronics and media into its curricula.

The reading specialist began a testing program to ob-
. f`,

t tin predictive and screening iaformation,to use for counsel-

ing students about career choices, course loads, etc. At

the end of the first semester, it seemed appropriate to

evaluate whether or not the reading test did,predict grade-

point averages. The results of that-research are shared in,

this report in thc ,ic)pe that others who have done similar

roscarch will in turn share their findings with Mrs. pda Van

,trtkle, Reading Specialist, Lees Junior College, Jackson,

rIt.ucky, 413-.59.

ThoNelson-Denny Reading Test, Form A & B, Was given
.

the F=reshmen class in September,J e97S. At the end Of the

:11 semester, the grade-point averages earned at Lees Junior

(
'liege were qAtlered.' Then, an expectancy table was prepared

thiki.elatienship between the Nelson-Denny Reiding

scores (the predictor measure) and grade-point average's

earned (the assessment measure) .

Th Nelson-Denny Peading Test scores in the expectancy

table were divided into categories 1)F high, average, and low.

Hig'n scorr< were those 65 peaentild and above. Average

.73
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scores were 46 percentile to 64 perCentile, and low scores

were those of 45 pertentile' and lower.
...

The reading test scores were then related to.the-grade-
.--4.

point average in the expedtancy table. The gradd-points were

also divided into categories of high, aVerage, and lOw. High

grade-points were considered.to be those above 2.9. "Average

grade-point averages were those between 2.0 anti 2.$. Low

grade-point,averages were those below 2.0,

EXPECTANCY TABLE I

Relationship Between Nelson -Denny Test Scores and.Gr de-Point Averages:

Nelsqp-Denny Scores
. 11/4,1= 114

Grade -Point Ave es N= 11'4
Low Avdrag High'

_

High

Average

Low

.

0.

0

.30

.

4.
1

3

30

.

'

,,

11

12

27

--

.

I

I.

From the expectancy table several predications about a

Student's success emerged based ,on his Nelson -Denny Test= Score.

1, They were: If a student scores high on the Nelson-Denny Test,

he will'probably, receive a high grade-point average. If a

student has an average score on the Nelson- ,Denny Test, he

will-probably receive a high .grade point average. If he scares,

low on the Nelson-Denny Tet, he will'have about an equal

chance of earning a slow, average or.high grade-point average

at the end Of the first semester at Lees,Junios College.

The Nelson-Denny Reading Test, did.seelo, then, to predict

4

e

grade-point avgraOs forl,those s,tudents who scored in the high'
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, .

or average percentile range. However, the .test did, not predict

, ..

what would happen to the low scoring student.

As is ofteh the case with research, thete were more ques-

tions raised then answered. Some of those questions in6lude:

why did not the Nelson-Denny Reading Test predict more ac-

..,

curately'at the lower end of the reading continuum? Is a

valid measure of reading ability at the lower end? A question

we are exploring at our college is why did a large percentage
4,

Y .

of students earn grade-point averages above 2.9 and yet scored

low on the Nelson-Denny Reading Test.

/ .

This research which is focused upon the Nelson-Denny
.
Reading Test's ability to predict grade-point averages at

Lees Junior College can be considered as a beginning effort'

to understand the relationship between reading and academic

success.

,..

ws
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After deciding the objects of instruction for a course,

the second step in many models of instruction is assessing

the entry behavior of the students to be taught. The instructor

need to know both cognitive and affective dimensions of a

student's behavior. It is generally accepted by'personality

theorists that the feelings and beliefs one holds about

oneself are primary motivators of behavior and that

antecedent for many of the individual's responses is this

self-concept (LaBenne and Greene, 196'9). Wylie (1961) and

Purkey (1970) in reviewing studies dealing with the dimension

of self-concept have found that there have been consistent

reports of a relationsh'ip between self-concept and academic

performance. Felker (1974) concluded that positive self-

.concept was related to good academic achievement.

Lund and Ivanoff (1974) using 44Self-,concept,sCale from

the Adjective Check List follrld that there were differences
4

in the self-concept of college students by demonstrated

reading ability, by sex, and whether they enrolled in a

4 program of reading skills. They recommended as essential

for the improvement of developmental reading programs that

as an initial phase the evaluatiofi of the individual's self-:.

concept be undertaken.

Studies investigating the.importance of personality

dimensions in predicting achievement of students enrolled in

developmental studies programs in community colleges have

been limited. The studies cited above all investigated

differences between groups rather than examining the ability

of self-concept variables to predict reading achievement.
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The purpose of this study was, to explore the contribution

of intelligence, self-coricept,. and previous reading actlievement

to the prediction of reading' success in a program of develop-

mental studies at the community college level,

PROCEDURE,

Subjects

The subjects were ninety five male.community college

students, ages 18726,'enrolled'in a Developmental Reading

Program during the 1974-75 academic.year at the Bangor

Community College of the University of Maine at Orono. The

Bangor campus is a two-year community college with programs

in Dental Hygiene, Human Services, Law Enforcement, Mental

Health Technology apd General Studies. The college has an

open admissions policy.

Instruments

The subjects were adMinistered the, Otis Quick Scoring,

Test of Mental Ability to assess their scholastic aptitudg

and the McGraw-Hill Reading Test to measure reading comprehension.

The latter provides a total score which consists of sub-
,

scales of retention, skimming and scanning, and comprehension.

The research an clinical form of the Tennessee.Self-

Copcept Scale (Fitts, 1965? 'as usedto measure dimensions

of self-concept. ,,,The scale consists of IGeself-descriptive

statements which the subjects use to por y a picture of

.$4
06,

themselves. They respond to each item on a f scale,

ranging ipom "completely false" to "completely true.

are 29 sub-scales on the form used. Test-retest reliabi
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of the sub-scales range from .60 to .92 with a median coefficient

of .88.

Procedure

The students were administered the three research instruments

at the beginning of the semester and the McGraw-Hill Test

again at the end of the semester. A stepwise multiple

regression was computed with the post test total scores on

the McGraw-Hill Reading Test as the dependent variable. The

.05 level of significance was used to cut of.f the entrance

of variables in the regression procedure.

Results

Seven of the thirty one independent variables contributed

significantly to the prediction of the end of semester reading

performance on the McGraw-Hill. The seven variables accounted

t for 78.4 percent of the variance. Two were significant at

the .01 level, the McGraw-Hill pretest and the Otis Quick

Scoring Mental Ability Test. These accounted for a total of

64 percent of the variance, for former 55 percent and the

latter 9 percent.

Five of the self-concept sub-scales on the Tennessee

self-concept inventory contributed an additional 14.8 percent

of variance. These scales were the distributions of "2's,"

A
the distributions of "5's," Row 3, "Behavior.," Personality

Integration and Column A "Physical Self."

DISCUSSION

As expected, the entrance level reading achievlement and

scholastic ability of the students contributed the largest

proportion bf.yariance in predicting end of semester reading
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performance. Self-concept variables, however,'accounted:for.

approximately 15 percent of the additional variance,.

The distribution 'scores relate to how one distributes

his answers across five available choices on responding to

the items on the scale; two represents "modbl:i false"-an'd

five, "completely true." The response patterns purportedly.

indicate aspects of self perception. The.extrdMe fesponses

indicate the certainty with which an individual' sees himself.

Row 3 scores - "Behavior," comes from the i'tems that

say "This is what I do or this is the way,I,act.," This

4.
,

scale measures the individual' perCeption' of his own,pehavidiT---

or the way he functions.

The Personality Integration scale contains iterihs, which

differentiate individuals who were, rated well adjusted.

High scores relate to good adjustment. -Column A = The .

Physical Self scale gives a picture,of how,the .

presents his view of his body, his state of health, his

physical appeance, skills and seXuality,.y

The clarity and-definitude of how'a person sees himself,

physically as well as psychologically,tare important cOncepts-
. r

related to achievement in a developmental. reading program..
y .,

The extent tlf the contribution of self-concept variables

o ,

to the prediction of reading achievement suppofts the position

:F

taken by Sawyer and M tin (1969). that se1B-oriented counsel -

ing be'provided for s udents in developmental reading programs

as an integral part of the program.

Formal counseling as a distinct service may or may not

be available or accepted,by students who have low self-

concepts. The teaC-11& howevdr,, can help to provide a
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growth environment as Kunz (l968) has suggested to foster

positive self-concept. This can be done by clear identification

or diagnosis of specific reading problems, proper prescriptions

and sequencing of reading materials, and providing positive

reinforcement to the student. Selecting reading material

that the student will use or will find useful in other

courses may increase his motivation and show the transfer

value of the skills taught. Individualization of program

based upon the student's needs and interests rather than

following set work schedules can be valuable in establishing

the proper environment., Units ,focusing on self-awareness

and Self-understanding, which are appropriate to the social

and emotional level of the adult developmental studies

Student, can be especially effective.

. 1

Instructors in developmental studies programs should

consider assessing information about the personality, values,
. ,

and attitudes of students as well as their present level of

achievement. The knowledge
a of the total individual can be

valuable in planning a more valuable instructional program

for the individual.
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en,

"The .

The problem of quickly testing the re4ding skills of first term freshMan

descending upon'the registration tables'bv the hundreds has plagued

Lansing Community College for years. But thctsearch for a rapid screening

instrument incorporating simplicity of administration, "rapid-fire"

correction, and almost immediAtc feed-back, i.e, interpretation of scores

to students, was only one element of the quest. a.

With a student population approachin L6,000 (head-count) in an open-door

institution, a correlative dilemma was how to*counsel "low-scorers" prior

to their registration' ai as soon as the test results were available.

A Ray of Hope;
o

o

In the fall of 1974 after examining countless catalogs and looking over

quantities of tests, which for one reason or another had to be rejected,

Ronald P. Carver's Reading Progress Scale appeared,
.1

While the format of the test seemed geared toward administration in the

elementary classroom; it nonetheless offered sufficient potential to

warrant experimentation in our college reading classes.

,
4

Plus Features '

In consi,deAng the poitive characteristics of the test, most important was

what it purported to measure:

1Ronald .P..Carver, Ttte Reading Progress Scale-TKansas City, Missouri:

Revrac Publications, 1971). e ,

.

r."
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a,

Much criticism has been levied at the sci-called "traditional" reading test.

. . . recent psycholinguistic studies of
reading and learning to read have raised,
some serious doubts about conventional
reading tests such as the Davis, the

°Stanford, and the Nelson-Denny. Whatever
those tests measure may not be'very good'
measures of reading ability:

notnvery well be that reading is ot as readily
quantifiable in any meaningful way as we
have up to this time thought it was.
Reading, like writing, is a process, an
activity,, and there is no widely meaningful

way to quantify writing.2

b Quo

V1'

The Reading Progress Scale according to Dr. Carver

. . . is designed to measure reading-input
performance. Reading-input is the process
by which the graphic symbOls contained in
reading material are deodded or translated
into a form which can be subsequently
stored or understood.3

Dr. Carver furthei; points out that "In the terms of the theoretical computer

model of reading, the test is indicating reading-input capability. That is,

the test indicates the highest level of reading material. difficulty that the

individual can read or input."4

The test 'design is indeed a "revolutionary. development.
n5 Rather than the

0

"read a timed passage and answer multiple-choice questions" technique, the
, r

Reading Progress Scale employs an ingenious use of the cloze procedure.

o

43

2Thomas S. FarrelL, "Reading in the Community College," College En lish,

XXXVII (September, 1975),

3Ronald P. Carver, "A Computer Model, of Reading and Its Implication for

Measurement & Research," Reading Research Quarterly, VII, Summer 1971, 4491471.

4
Ronald P. Carver, ,"Manual for The Re

Missouri:' Revrac PublicatiOns, 1971).
6.

5
,Ibid.,"p. 11 7

Progress Stale (Kansas City,
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The term "cloze'!-cierivei `from. the Gestalt

'term' s!-clozure,' .1f:-1.s:used Ce7describe the

tenden4,5C for-a person 'Oent.alll.to complete

'.'or'makewhole'Jn incOmPkete'pattetn and to
tomplete pattern, was figures mote',

.

readily than in65M0ete,'.Ones.

. .. ... . **** e X
The cloze'procedoe measures -the'v4hility of
a reader' to, use a yariety,of contextual
interrelationshps'in 'completing any par-
ticular blank. ::It deals not'nnlY'Ittv.
specific word meanings but, also the abilrry

of the reader to respond:to a +619z,e.rest

'will reflect the total langtiage abiliti

'of the reader.6

Further advantages of the test according, to Carver are its firm grounding

r

in theory and its "mechanized" test item conatruction aimed at mi.nimiziirg'

subjectivity.

Levels Identified: 9.

'Briefly; The Reading Progress Scale consists of'four graded paragraphs each

apptioximately 100 words in length. These were selected from 330 paragraphs

analyzed b9 Bormuth in 1969.7 Within each paragraph a student responds

twenty times by marking an "X" in a blank "balfot" square which precedes a

6John GilLiland, Readability (University of London Press Lts1:, 1972),

102 -103. V %

7
J. R. Bormuth, Development of Readability Analyses; U.S.O.F, (Final

Report Project Not 7-.062: Contract Mo. OEC-3-4-070052-0326, March, 1969W--
v
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two mord option.'
Co

Example:

Spaces have been marked with an X in front of the words that belong in thetsentenoe

J
sit he

.toe wants to a new car, but cannot get a chair loan; so he has in wait at least a 14 few
X buy it bank as to red

months iohger

4

111 ,rder to "pass" each paragraph the ,student must record at least s correct

rsponses. Accordingly, a score of "4," all paragraphs adequately marked,

'1," or "0" may be achieved.

The scoring levels may

el !'4"

evel

Level "2" -
Level

Level

II 3"

interpe

I

"0"--

as follows:

grades'10-12+ reading abilit
grades 7-9 reading ability
grades 4-6 reading,ability
grades 1-3 reading ability
non - reader

"(;ross Indicator:

Lt must be empllas17.4t1 thatrhe Reading 1..rIgsess

1

Scale aims to generall. asses,;

"gross" levels of liteiac!.. It is criterion referenced and quickly idtntifies

students whose reading proficiency levels suggest

Streamlinigfi, Nres,;arv:

c
While the test in its original

manr shortcomings were evident

need for spe.ial guidance.

format was adequate for testing small group4,

.10

in antitipation of large volume admini,trat ion

,at the College level. Also in the pryliminarv-field tests with the original

format, a number of possible refinetents became apparent.'

8 9
(
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In view of the .enthusiasm of the reading specialists. involved

Preliminary experimentation, the close correlation 'weer the .itps

scores and test -results from other longer tests, and the specialists'

subjective aSSCSSMEIAt ,of the ,tudents' riading abilities,'Oe decision

was made to undertake a "face-lifting" operation. 'It wasat this. jaoint.,

that notations mapping the quest for an "ideal" design were recorded:

I..-Reduce pages of test.,
#.

Two sides in original. aim for one: .37:plify.

Solve-problem of recording name on test page--

'no pteviews before starting time.

2. Rewrqe directions.' Make language simple
and direct.' Define difficult words in context

with subtlety, Give ,example, but eliminate

need to mark page., Somehow combine direction
sheet with test. Trv7fol.der withCut7out

"window" at top and directions on cover, or

come up with another solution.

.3. Reduce test scoring time. Present system ', ft

unwieldy. Try using automatic test ,(3-M Datronics)
scorer.' Entire process shoUld take 'no more Wan.

minutes. Experiment with'selt-conained

answer "key." Try to eliminate "rights keys." '

4.. Include interpretation of test scores for

imniediate "feed-back." Try color coding paper

to avoid confusion.

S. Be discreet' in placement of score, This- is A

sensitive area.

64 Introduce minor editorial- changes,,especially,
punctuation for clarity and consistency.
Check with author.)

."Advise and Consent:":
6 $ sl

At this juncture there was no point in proceeding until Dr. arver, the

author of uThe Reading Progress Scale, was consulted. He was both cooperative

I
and encouraging and exhibited endrmous "faith" in our impending', cosinatic

surgery." Negotiations progressed and a comprehensive, agreement via's, reached.;,
,

. .

S
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Creativity .in Progress:

An absence of administrative backing and a lack of financial support are

often the greatest "stiflers" of creativity. In this project there was

e no evidence of either. In fact, every signal was "green." Fall term

pre-registration at the end of Auglist was Slated for the beginning of the

.

pilot study and provided substantial incentive.

In viQw pf the need for cooperation of a printing firm, that was one of

the first contacts sought. Again, fortune smiled, and the printing

"consultant" was both patient and low-key--two essential pre-requiaites.

His first task was to produce "mock-ups" of the test page, experimenpg

with spacUlkg, type style, type size,, and paragraph arrangement in an

attempt to compress-the original from two sides to one.

At the same'time queries were sent to 3-M requesting answer sheet desigli

for use with their Datronics Test Scorer. Although the 3-M designs were

potentia13 usable, a shortage of time and lack of proximity along with

other complications led to the abandonment of this mite.

After days of page shuffling, conversing, and reviewing designs of existing

tests, an idea surfaced. It seemed better than Any to date. A rough

sketch was drawn, and its feasibility was explored with the printing

consultant. Tlie idea seemed the essence of,,simplicity:

The Plan: .-1

Take two sheets of chemically treated "carbonized paper," one blue and'one
Z.,6

. .
,

one white. .Gum or "pad" the upper edge completely. "Pad" t o spots at the

1
; , j

91 , ,
.

,,

, ,
.
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bottom to discourage a student from pulling the two apart.

Page One:

On page 1 provide a line for the student's name and the date. Below this

print the "Directions. These will be couched in simple terms (low reading

level). Further, a recording will be made of the proctor reading these

directions and adding special notations that will add to'the clarity and

might be changed periodically to adjust to a variety of testing situations

without making the printed forR obsolete. The "Directions Tape" will

further be consistent from session to session adding to the standafdization

of the teat administration. Include the seven minute timing period of,"no

sound" on the. tape.

Page Four:

AL the enPof the tape direct the students to flip the "packet" to the

white sheet, page 4, and begin the test.

0

Page Three:

When time is called, collect the "packets" and rush to the scoring room where

thred scorers "open"-the tests at the bottoM and grade them by cqunting the

blank )1arkot squares in the quadrant for each paragraph. Only the squares

for 'the correct answers have been strategically printed on the back side of

4'

the tesxpage. Thus,(tor each correct response there is a carbon "X" in the
Or4=4

"box, and blank UOXes indicate errors. The scorer places a check mark in the.

lower corner of'each quadrant to note a "pass" or "fail" for each paragraph.

f ."

. .

These are counted and the test score is circled in the scoring box at the top
. . .

O

0

7
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right'corner of this scoring page.

Page Two:

Directly above this box is the gummed "hinge,",holdiilg the blue and white

sheets together. And hen.: is identical storing box in which the student's

score is also circled. Above this score is a complete explanation which

interprets this score using ied level; of prose.

The test s,orers then 'separate 1. two sheets, and the_b 'Directions/Ex-
.

. %planation ,, sheets,
.

e. vITTI"its,s(ore dl,creetly circled, are hurried back
.

to the testing room. t

Implementation:

A sample was put together. It worked. Of course, numerous refinements were

still necessary and there will no doubt continue to be minor changes.
o

The test,arrived from the printer in good,time-, and the test was initiated

schedule. It screened 1759 students in 134 testing sessions during a

two wetk period..

The Beginning:

This, of course, is just the first step in the pilot sydy, and an in-depth

analysis is underway to assess the test's validity, reliability in consideration

of the pew format, and the transplant tc, the community college Level. An

additional consideration is whether correlations exist between test scores and

G.P.A.'s*and/or RPS test scores and other reading le3.0e1 measurements. But
ti

these are.aubjects for another papec.

4w
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'Counselors Endorsement:

In conclusion, it might be noted that the Counseling Department responsible

\for th, orientation sessions during which the tests were administered

ex rtenced a total attitudinal transformation. They anticipated the testing

\ with epticism, apprehension, and in some cases horror. Their view in

\
retro§pectis one of delight and'amazement. Two factors appear'to account

first was therspeed and precision of the operation. In each

the paAvts were distributed, the directions communicated, And the

for this.

, tests administered no more than twelve minutes: five minutes -for

ect ions; seven mintites for the test itself. Each battery, of 'up to forty

ests was scored and returned in three to-four minutes. The counselors barely

L, -3, tiM to make announcements, and the tests were bAck-..

Secondly, each counselor was supplied with a Fall Term Schedule on which was

marked the minimum reading requirements (by level) for every course in the

I institution. These were solicited frot each department chairperson and then

collated into a master list.
0 a

When %cores were returned to the testing rooms, those students with "0's,"

"l's," and "2's" were circumspeCtly called to the attention of the counselors

who judiciously provided them with "extra" guidance.

Promisin Pro

It seems tha

material:lied. This can only be regarded as a good omen. Of course, new

--......
.........

ryone was waiting for the grand "SNAFU," but it never

ft"
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tests will eontinuk-to be developed,and reviewed as for example the,newly

completed Tests offunctxmLil Adult Literacy: An Evaluation of Currently

Available Instruments noted in the September 3; 1975 issue of Higher

Education Daily.g But foe the Moment The Reading Progress Scale appears

to be the most likely eandi4ateror college-wide adoption here at

Lansing Community College. The institution has, a far better idea now than

ever before of the dimensions of its first term student-s' reading problems,

and more freshman have been counseled before registration with an eye to their

reading, ability than ever before.

The administration of Thu Reading Progress Scale.may beCome a standard part

of the entire registration process for4Al students, rather than fist for

first term freshman during pre-registration. Because of the speed and

simplicity of administration and scoring, instructors are far le'is reluctant

to include it as part of initial list sessions. All things considered,

The Reading Progress Scale tells us far more in less time than we've known

in the, past; it promote:, A general awareness of reading ability that formerly
)

was restricted to a select few, and from this vantage point the sky is clear,

with no way to go, but up:
. ,

.

8
Tests of.Functional Adult Literacy: An.EValuation of Currently

Available Instruments is a newly xompleted 125 page work containing specific
information on thirty different tests designed for adults. It is a U.S.O.E!
document edited by Dean H.*Naftinger, Nofthwest Regional Education Laboratory,
Y,T S.W. 2nd AVenlie, Portland Oregon 97204.

ROSdinn Progress Scale Form removed due to copyright restrictions

95)
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SAMPLES OF PRACTICAL MATERIALS

TherComprehensive Academic Program

Syllabus for Reading'Improvement'-100

Sister Lucienne LeBlanc
S. D. Bishop State Junior College
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S. D. BISHOP STATE JUNIOR COLLEGE

. 351 NOKH STP=
AL=A 366;3

The Oomprehensive'Academic Program
Syllabus for ReadingImprovement - 100

Fall Quarter 7

.1:27CRT?TION OF THE READING COURSE

Reading is a many-side4, very complex activity. It is a language process

-Ulan a subjecc, a process which involves auditory as yell as visual percep-
The facet of language in; reading is developed through the student's present

of general achievement,,his performance in other areas of communication,
:lis,d'afecity, his background, and his desire to make use of reading in meeting

mary o the demands of society.

Mat ialS and content of the couru are adjr;taii to individual reading-levoao

and macs students. Several claes sessions a!-, ne beginning of the quarter

c.o dcN te(1.: to diagnostic testing.', The diagnostic data yield'eTby this test_:ng '

rea used to dpkemine the _materials and activities most a2propriatc for each

.0

!Ir%jor emphasisof instruction is on word analysis, vocabulary and compnehm-

sion skills. Rate and other higher level skills are included as needed. In ../.!

aqdtthm, instruction and practice concerning effective procedures for reading
textbocks is presented.

Iastruction is presented utili"ning a combinatfon group and indivifidali7ed

instructional approach. One of the three sossielAs each week is a gf sap session

dealing with topics coliered in the tc::-t, The Porr,of the Word by .,yelyne
C-test: An Academic Skills Proo ram by Full CC-1.'11 et al. and ajso sections

The Turning Foinc in-Reading by Doris Wilcox 011bert, th prov:,ding a

or:mprehensive review of general reading skills. FollowinOhe results, of
tests, stlAnnts aro guided to of work where tests have revealed a'

need for further instruction and practice.

TESTS AND EVALUATION PROCEDURES

1. Pre-tests administered at beginning of-the quarer
a. Iowa Silent-Reading Test-Adyanced,Form Cm
b. T7CTT-riFf:TaidTt I

.

2. Toacher-ma.deL tests and informal evaluations are condUcted
throughout the course on-an individual and group basis as

needed.

3. Post -Tests adinistered at the` end of a quarter or the final

'quarter to evaluate procress -
4 .

a. Iowa Silent R&ading Test-Advonced Form,Dm

,,----_ b. Tactics -I Test II
-----0,-acher-made skills examination covering textbbok'and other

'' troup work. -

d. Additional testsand evaluations whore approprinte.

9 7
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P PORTIU3 CTUDENT PPOCRESS

1. Because of the individuali7ed nature of the instruction
presented in the CAP Reading Course students should be
kept informed, through frequent informal student-teacher
conferences of'the kind of progress that he is making
throug'iout the quarter..

2. The narking system as designated by the college will be used
in reporting grades to the Registrar's Office at the end of

s each quarter.

3. When necessary, Report' to Parents forms will be sent to inform
,:parents if a student is in 61:147er of failing.

TEXT SOURCES USED DIkING FALL OUAETER

/

1, tebster's New CollegiateTiotinhary. Springfield, MassacUsetts:
G. G 7377.!-TirrE:7 -COMpaiiy7 U fl 1 3 .

2.'14e-rill, Evelyne S. The Power or the.Word. A Reading and .Language
Text. Calridge, Massachusetts. Winthrop Publishers, Inc., 1973

3. 72-17n,IRuth,c2t al. Que-lt, A-alcrric Skills Program. Atlanta: Harcourt
Brace.Jovanovich, Inc., 1T/)

4. Hart, Robert, 6-Star Colley Entrance Vocabulary Tester and Builder.
Logan, Iowa' TfiF15eifNITCE17.6i;T(56-.7

FNTT I - CLASS ORGANIZATIOn - DEALING ORIENTATION

ACTIVITY I BeginLng Class Requiremems

riPPOSE - To acquainttudents with clans organiziltion.and the foundation of
dictionary and phonetic analysis.

PMCEDURE - Use of dictionary for terns, the movie, Using-fRe Dictionary, Tactics
I Diagnostic Test I-and the text, The-Power of the Wore

BE1 4V1ORAL OBJECTIVE - In order to_ successfully complete this'activity, the'.
students should be able to:

1. Comple-te a -"Student Reading Experience-Inventory:" \
2. GLve 'evidence of his reading ceuetence by completing the Tactic

Diagnostic Test, . ,

3. Work through to the beet of his ability each section of the Iowa Silent
.Reading Test. T

,4

4 7: UnderStand that assignments ,e-,'e ./'

a. placed in an individual not book, and that
notebdoks remain in-the Reading Lab.
well-acquAinted with Webster's lie::, Collegiate Dictionary ,se ions

b. al

5. Become
Cas-wel as the following tt,.rms.

\'
a. entry (ies) e. syllabication
b. guide words- , f. word variants
c. parts of speech abbrelatienl and location '
d. pronunCiation key g. definitions

,-

,,,,

h. _remaining dictionary parts-a-6 .7
outlined infrthe pori,e Ofveontl-,ts,A

6. See a 'practical a-:'plication of dict,ionax,usa7,e in the movie,T6ing the

riotionary.r , i \) .

, ) .

7. De':in to us- -flrl rccf-,-ri+ion t,--hzue,-3 th-Qu':;hthe expknction on pages
,

4 to 6 in The i''ow-r oi' T;h: ',',,rd
.,. 9 8 ,

,
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UNIT II - Ii0CABULARY DEVELOPP.ENt

ACTIVITY L - Dictionary wOrk,with vocabulary words-.

PURPOSE - To introduce students to college level vocabulary lists and increase

dictionary proficiency.
,v/,

PROOFDURE - Review use of, the dictionary with six words from College Entrance

Vocabulary Tester and Builder, 17ith the text, The Power of the

F.,11:y----t-h-e- CVCP-Lttc-r1iTlith affixes as On pages 7 to=

RtHAVICRAL OBJECTIVES In over to successfully complete this activity', the'

'student should be able to'

1. Identify,the following words according to'

a. entry
b. prcnunciation and syllabication

c. part (s) of speech--

d. inflectional foms
e. an original sentence which exhibits a knowledge of the meaning of

the word

I) alcove
alien
baffle
canter
cutlass

- dally'

2) cnagraM
demirep
document
everglade
excavate
faculty

3) alloy 4)
alpha
armada
benign

chaos

argosy
chalice
conundrum
del to

destitute
dilapidate

5) alchemy
aversion-
bellicose
ceollarY
cozen
decorous

2. Show the ability to apply the Generalizations previously st "died, by

completing Exercise 1B and Exercise 2 P.6.

3. Participate in a discussion of a new phonco concept and demonstrate

knowledge of its application using pp 8-11 in the text.

e4. Write the correct ConsonantVowel-Consonant pattern with at least 70%

degree of accuracy, from words dictated by the instructor usin

console and headphones. Stugents are made aware that word mill

be pronounced only once.

U'rr.7 III SPELLING PATTERNS 'AN) RAD1" L CIENCYto
ACTIVITY I - Spelling

stud

onic Patterns CVCe, CFTC and OVrC. Discussion of

Kee:di-inOther content areas

/
complete the generalizations included in The Power of the Word,

vocabulary stvgdy and help to discuss any special problems

ibleaidb to solving them. L--

- Work thro ah pp 21 to 36 in the text. Review the vdiabulary word:

assigned revlously and point o t to students ways of 'elpipg them-

u.. n other Subjects. ,

PROCEDURE

selves with a

BE HMO
4

OBJECTIVES
f-

order to successfully complete this activity, the -1'

stl:dent, sn uld be able to
.

1. Identify the six gencraliz tions b applying the principle in the,

exercises to page 19.
2.. To work throvh, with th ass and individually, Generali::ations 7 Lnd

8 and complete eercises hnd the flnal test to page 36.

3. Become ,twre. of specializbd dictionv ties In he libimry, m-,azipes, bath'

in tbolibrary,end the CAP-Coun:.1o.r4ficc for rep2rt material needed

on current tonics.

99
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UNIT IV -.IIMPROVING dO!.THE!':tON
r -

-4-

.

AGTIVITY I - Topic Sentences, Context C11.2:.s and Structure Words.

PURPOFE - To give students practice in .1eaning meaninqs of unfamiliar words from

infofmation context.

PROEDURE -.Discuss context-clues ith the, examples in the text. Using

replacement words -for 'and or 'and so:'

DEHAVIO:IAL - In crer t^ successfu1ly corplete this activity, the

stu-ient 5.:,,.ould be able to

1. Understrnd the mcanin;; of contxtcTue' i.e.,,. deriving meanings of
unfamiliar'rords from the-s.:nt.e..lak. or story in which the words are*folihd.

2. Apply such Ynowledge,tp exr71Pry sentences given on pp. 71-77.
3. Write their meancnr: bf tle 1G ,crds on p. CO without dictionary or

context. After readLn7 arti-le on 81 students correct or ecquir:,1

Tranings of thes,r20 v4,:rd list. 4

. C:mplete th3 Clonetro excrci,:, 14 on p.82 wi.th a t15 of the 22
,w2rds applicble to the story:

5: Anply cc7,Mcn sLructure ';ords within see. ces, e.g., who, which. but,
,whon howeve, tHerefo:e, in f-c" -

a. Text pp. 84-35 f. ircctice
b. Evaluati.. -Irough :x6rcise 2 pp. 85-86

UT'IT IV COT,PPEEENSIC!

F.CTiVITY 2 - PARAGRAPH STUDY_______

PURPOSE
i

L To help the student becor are cf the r-,ain idea of a paragraph and

. y
secondary ideas th ' pflvyTt it. .- ,

--.... `

PROCEDURE Alierhro Practice exercises from the text, Gilbert's The TurnThg Point
,...,./5'Rea.ding, magazine and newspaper articles students1111 gain exper-

ience in recognizing 2,in and sub4dinate Ideas in a paragraph.
.,-. .

v.

,

BENA1,, ,OBJECTIVES In order toNsuccasfully complete is activity, the
student'shou1,4 to able,to,

1., Express ttlo, main-topic of 1 p?,roffraph,in a sentence. ,---

a. Revirw 'qext pp%'37-47,

b. Complete the r':::rcil'3es rp.-(30 1T, ,,

,2. Observes the appro:oh to the s_7,...? in tie- text, The Turning Point .in .

/
Reading `by DoriaV

_
ilcox G:7.1bert, pp. 69-72.

_ _

I3. FEITTrrc and subTai t n. para,-rofh from a newspaper or magazine article from
.'rich the main ide is cullod and stated in sentence form.

.

UM' V - READING EFFICIENCY USI:',3 STUr: SKILLS
. .

#
.

',. L3TIVITY I 7 Rding to answerstions in parlgraphs, chapters, textbookp and
. . ,.. _

. , diffefent sources.
,

. . . ,

PUF'03S -, To help studeats establish tho hnit of setting a purpose for readig.
.-- 1

/

.-,..._
.

-.-- --,

.

PROCFDUPE..-.111scile use of a prcgr d-text, Quest by Cohen C. al. and --Irk '_____. . :'P

through i-h-,"Illtrn:t. tr..

e
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;BEHAVIOLAL OBJECT= - In order to supc,...::sl'ully complete this activity, the

studel-it should 'ix atWeto:

1. Understand that reading for information in an efficient way requia-ns the

e of certain skills.
a. ening questions
b. -reading to answer the questions

2. Co--;rlete -i7rious'practicc eorcises on hic can reltive to paragraph
reading, chapters in textbooks and various sources which relate to a

siv.ilar topic.

3. Give some answers orally t.nd complete others in his notebook.

UNIT V - READING EFFICIENCY USIUG .7:UDY SKILLS

ACTIVITY 2 - Using the study techniques of SZ-tR with the SRA Laboratory III5.

- To broaden the scope and of students' reading and to teach t.1-c!

readiest-thinking incre.,sing depth of ccTprehension

mY criti2a1 ev 1 ,,ion of.vhat is rec:Id.

7"-)7DIRE - Students 1-:11 be ad..1-Inis-.ered the Starting Level Guide for placement

in thecolor Loveljle7-ir7nted by hi,s score. ,Students will be intro-

duced to Powor to ldera Rato Builders.

Kat*.VITAL GB.TaTiVES - In order to blioc-,,ssrully complete this activity, the

stud.nt 1).? p'ile to- :

1. Complete at least :'ewer Builders and Fate Builders durinz this first

quarter. ,/

2. Shoc some shills" in cemputr. their scores and an ability to keep records

of progress on especially pfopired charts.

. .3. Indicate some growth skills by a proficient arDroach to

____qostions and excreises on the ouarter's final examination.

101
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D. STSF.CP Er.2.:T2 TTINf0P COLLEGE
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The Comprehensive Academic Program
'':inter Quarter Syllabus

For Reading,r

GEN.= CDJECTIVE

.

Given the opportunity, students will develop, through individ14,4 practice
proficiency .in the area showing the greatest need as demonstrated in the Iowa
Silent Rear:4..ng Test.

'SPECIFIC CriJa".TI7ES'

Olvsn a list of Instructional flateriala contained in the Reading Lab students

will be..;in .1rk in tha specific giLup arld area 'outlined in the accompanying
. .

!'':c eta.

Given a propl_tcd Levl in SPA Reading Lab IIIb the; student will give
evidence of his ability to use the.SC6R study method with at least 705 accuracy.

.Given consecutive practice timo of thirty days the student will exhibit an

increase of reading rate tp. cor2La,hension scores of 70% accuracy.-. r"-N

Given sective materials the.student will. demonstrate proficiency in using

maps, charts and graphs.
.4(

__The stlAe
determine-the

ACTIVITIAS

nt will assist in
effectiveness of

Laluatin4- his progress on a daily basis tope

instruction and student work.

41

I

4

as rncemqVvfe+]1V1OwIlaaff.l

ctoigninoT"easieLspNiefic area of student need
dent level and area of

nced will determine the types- -of matcrialsthe student wiJIZRe:

EVALUATION _
.

Evaluation will be on a continuous process.. Tests .will be given on ,a reakly-
basis on instructional m;.kterials oriaccordinj to student tecords. The student

will be advised of his progress by rr,Ides and comments placed in the individual

notebooks or papers.knpt'ln the student's T tics Reading I Posttest-
Diagnostic'Test 2 will be admir.listere4_xt the en 'of the Quarter.

MUTIZINE ()F RAN FOR LABORAT67.Y.

PURPOSE
,

....--------

. /

.The labora ry.Tor-tflac session will seek 'to offer individuai-br small--
g2Juo instructiop_ tu2ents. The lessons will focus upon specific area

weakness appa in the students. ..
_ .

t
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PROCEDURE

Student' will atterld'threesesci&ns'ea1 week. Usually one of 'these class

periods be used for precc,vitation and discussion of methods and application.
of new subject,

According to the Iowa Silent Reading Test sores each student, after
confereinf, wit,h.the instructor and appraising hiC area of weaknepp,, will be

accirned to various materials to proyide for praCtice in the area of greatest
deficiency.

Individualized Prescrirtive
group'sesting, such as

4
Group A

Gifoup

Insiruction is designed for

4.7 to 5.§

60 to 7.9

Group C

Group 10.2

to 9.6
,

to 11.6

eac 4.student in a

The groups are arranged from the actual scores rather than any standafd
concept. Two student.s-who scored 13.0 attended the Fall Quardr Reading classoF
For the ';'inter Quarter a forital Reading Class was not scheduled for them. "H
However, they were encouraged 4.o enroll fn another elective course.
Comprehensive Academic ProgrE_J staaents, they were also urged to report.back to .

the reading mentor whenever they wished to do so.
k

.

Areas of assignments follow the Iowa Silent ding Test;

Test 1 - Rate and Comnpehension.
Test 2 - Directed Reading.

Test 3 - Poetry Comprehension;
Test 4 - iord 1Yeaning
Test 5 -'SentenCe ;:reaning

Test 6 --- Paragraph Comprehension
Test 7 - Use of Index

5election of Key Words

s:

.

UNIT Rate CdNprehen:Tica - SRA

ACTIVITY 1 - SPA Reading Laboratory IIIb.

Purpose - To develop th,. /study skills through the SQ3R

Study Skills

I

In the SRA Reading Ial
."P

Procedure Given a prescribed level in the SRA Reading
demotrate his ability to use theSQ3R me
Power Buildqrs and Rate' Builders.(t

chnique ag presented
---/

Lab II student
with the Laborato

Bel;irrinlObjectiNtes In order to successfully complete this aetivity, the
/

student should :De able --

1. Students in Croup A,wili complete.,20 Power Builders and 20 Rate Builders..

V
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2. Group B willTealalete 17 of the Power Builders and Rate BUilders.

3-(1-20uPCrrillcomplete1? Power Builders and Rate Builders.

'4. Group D will combleve 10 of each.
-

a. EachPower Builder as well as each Rate Builder ansver sheets will
include time charts. .

b. All work is to be checked and recorded.

5. Chance in Color Lovol is done -.'hen the student exhibits mastery of His
Present level both studcnt, and mentor being in agreement to a need for
a change.

6. Use of SQ3R in_textbooks is discussed with students utilizing the SRA
Student.RecorthBook- P.21.

7. Eoluation of PoTer Buildar work is provided it the vS, udenX.Record Bogle:
Power B4Older Follow- up Nuir.ber I and Power Builder F i&-up Number 2.

ck2

Rea-Ing 100 - 'CO

Unit I - Rate - Cor.Trehension

Activity 2 - VcCall-Czabhs ldard Test Lessons in Reading

Purpose 1 To work with short paregraphs'in timed lessons with an immediate
follow-up in correcting and recording corresponding grade level
achievement.

frocedure - StudePttnnote tjme of starting and completion on record sheets for
each lesson. Answers are chcked immediately and the grade level
recorded.

Behavioral Objectives - In_44er-ta-gT62escfully complete this activity, the
- student should be able to.

Gimp A .
1.7.--COMPlete 20 lesons beginning in Book G.

Croup II__

2. Complete 25, lesLons using Books C and D. (start in Dook C)

3; Complete 30 lesson

Complete 35 lessons in Book E.
5-,

eicT7-7",_

ReOing. 100 - 200

UnIt 1-_Rate-C prehension N----3-
... ...... .2-

..,

__740
, <-.,

--Acti-11-ty-----3: - -Flex ,eac.inr 71-th "te.c ques in 8p
_, I, con junction Unit I Or reinf

__'>,,--, - ,,,,,

104
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PFOOse - To give the student further 7.-,racIice in rate and understanding of

material.read.

16.rocedute-- Students work in texts and groupg assigned.

ilhavioral'Objqctives - In order to sueeedsfully complete this activity; the

student sh6uld be able to

Group A
1. Complete

Group B
27omplete

the Sect.,n in Tactics B entitled ''Flexibility'' paged 169-185.

7 'Rapid Reading' exercises in College Reading by Marvin 'Clock.

. a. Students will check-through 'Contents" of the text to loccfte' pages

of the above named exorcises.

b. Students wa.ia.Vdy-Chate.---one_tphecome familiar with the secticns

and format. --,,_,
--, /.

c. St ,,s will note pages for 4,-*mprebension checks and key booklet

__i-----.7-for chocking exercises.

Group C f %

\\ Complete Lescon 1, fip. 17-8-and

Become A Bettor Reader,

.Gro

4, -G riplete pp. 1-31'in.Bak:.r.

a. All timed exercises wi

b. All.answers-will be

heading-100.- 200

Unit II --Directed Ee'd

Ad/IVRY 1 -
, t

esson 7, pp. 72-78 in Witty. How To

eading Skills.

include

ecked by, the

eginhing4nd ending times.

.udent and the scoresorecorded.

Listen antis ad tapes with accompanying

cassette-7- attics I Kit.

purpose - To
to

ti

Proced;are--...

12.1 e

crier hAde
.01 \,,

2,_--_,J_-_-;,,..-2i---,1"-

actice in listening to and rading_dirOtions V
the order oft following oral and written explanatiOhs.

-...,/

_ .
,

dents choose tapes/of special need or interest.6o,,titles in-

...nue--for_Listen and,Read,,ITT: Students-/Iste cl complete

ctives on tpacher-made cassette and_2Sequ
30 in ,attics T Kit.

,-,-

6

/

4/



Behavioral Objectives In order to succes
activity, the stud

All GroliPs /

1.----C,Om-pfete one tape of chin choice with.

Listen and Read, !V workbook.

2.

.....

Listento teacher -made cassette on paragraph writing and complete'
a written paragraphs as directed.

75_

sfgily complete this
ent should be able to

accompanying exercise in

3. Complete cars 26, 27. 28, 29, 30 entitled ''Sequence" Tactics I Kit.

Reading 100 2'200

Unit III - Word L',eaning

Activity I - increasiag_Vocabulary

Purpose, - To promote word recognition and understanding
meanilig exercises.

FrOcedure Tactics/A"pp.29-52 'structure
{1.

.Tactics/I3 by 23 40 e:strUcturex:

through specific word

Readina for Peaninr-BgOs 8 and 9.' Units 1 to 3.
cat' .ty.-1,,eE.6.4iyin College, "Recognition of Words,"

Chad erl, 2~ land-37 .

Spelling Improvement entire text.

Programed Vocabulary. C1apters 1 to 20. (Brown)

Hopi To BeCome7i Beer Reader Lesson 13'pag149.
- ,

.B,-., ',haviorai Objectives In order to successf

___---studentlaheare o_

--Group A'
1.7-CoiTlete the work in Tatics/A and Tactics/B in

listed above.
)--

Group B
Follow directives in Reading for i'eaning, BooksAand 9,

and/or,
Find the selection from the, Contents in Bet

_ "Rno4anition-Of 'lords." Chapters 1. 2

57-1

"it

the "Structure'' as

_Group G 6

-Work throu01 the `entire text of Spelling Improve thent by (FergU7s)

and/or,
Ar
Proarammed VocabUlary (Brown) 'Chapters 1

s 1-3

gading College,

Group D
,.47.7,Aallge the-lessons in FogUs Op,Spelling (Rodney). Chapters 1 to 5

and HoVTo Become a_Jettt,r Reader '(Witty) Lesson 13 page 149-.--

5. Follow, directions in individual exercises evaluation of_work'
-,._ --completed.

0 6,
p4x,
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Reading 100 - 200

Unit IV - Sentence Meaning

Activity I - Liste7ling to sentence

.0

structure as presented on.tapes.

Purpose - To relate review of-sentence structure with presentations on Listen
and Read, 1.T14 Series.

'Procedure - Listen and Read tapes Series

Behavioral Objectives -- Lava:derto successfully complete this activity, the.
_student should be able to:

Read

1. Listen to 5 of the EN tapes.

a. Lesson 1 - "Listening and Reading."

b. Lesson 5 - Tecodingcimple sentences.-

c. Lesson 6 - "Decoding Complex sentences."

ti

d. Lessoft 10 - Using Signs and Signals in Reading'.

e, Lesson 12 - 'Listening and Reading Between the Lines"

. .

2! Complete the accompanying assignments in the "Listen and Read"
Workbooks. , ,'. -

-----t-

', ,

,,,

100 - 200

Unit V Sentence leaning

-!".
Activity 2 -,Sentence structure

Purpose - To make the student aware
6

t
a sentence,

- Primary concept:ratio

sente
.Fall'Quarter.
Tie Turning Point in
evalatior

key to understanding

of various forms of eXpressi6n of meaning. in

on Tactics I, Sentence Meaning" Cards 31, 32, 33
ces written for ocabulary Words during the

Reading ( Gilbert) pp. "SezitePc.Reading'' for

Behavioral 0 jec4ve-AIn order_to Successfully complete this
student should-be-able to%

review of sentenc
\Tactics I ear or

1. Listen and respond approprfat Y to
structure 'core parts at g
Sentence Meaning.

2 Review and

tivity, the

ven 9n

vise,, where necessary, sentences written for ,

v a ula"--< s from College Entrance Vocabulary: Tester and-11

lder. Fail Quarter).

,107yti
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3. Participate in class review and practice of therelationship of the
exercises on Tactics I cards dealing with 'Sentence Meaning" with the
mechanics of ien'tenCa structure in Practical Enklish Handbocsi used by

every student.

4. Chew proficiency in a "Sentence Reading'' exercise' The Turning Point in
Reading pg: 2.3.

Leading 100 - 200

Unit VI - Paragraph Comprehenrim --7'

ACtivity 1 - Understanding main ideas in paragraphs arid ansWerrrig questions
,

on selections read.

Purpose - To give students practice in,reading with concentration so as to
.ansper questions on mate.ial read. TO present excerpts from Black

authors or writings about itthcrity gro41;s:

Procedare - TigIgn and read - Ilr -. Lessors 7 and 81,
SkillsSelections from the Blaek' College Reading okills

r?a0i..1 Skill=

Voices frog the Bottom.
. .

Behavioral Objectives - In (rder to successfully complete
studeni`should be able to:

Group g /
1. Read 5 Pr More Selections from the Black - Book and ccmple,te-,

the-questions Which follow.
---

Group B

2. Read 5 ormore.Selections from the B ck -- Olive Book or

Booko, completing assigned questions which follow each sto

T

this activity, thee' ,

Group C
3. Read 5 or more Selections frOThe Black *7 Brown Bbok or ,Purple

Book. Complete the work that folio each selection.
\.

Group D.
4. Read 5 or more accounts from Selectionssfrom%, a Bladk --'Purple

BookAcr Voices frbm the Bottom. Fill in respons which follow

each selection.

Listen to tapeOn ItN Series, I,ssons 7, 8, 9 and,. complete :-signed
. ____,

questions rith each tape.

1
.

aki4ng a gq,aph from speed'readinF practice's:

6. NOtetaking sessions ,are an all' class activity. other, work from
#

Quest- indliddal.' :

...

A._

/



Reading .100 - 200
----

Unit VII - Study Skills

Activity 1 - Studying Effectively

FurpoLe - To help, students .formulate a suitable study schedule and
knowledge of study techniques.' .

7
Procedure - Review SMR'ir.-81:1A as basici for Quest pp. 32, Section

Chapters"' aIrd-continuin7 throughout the text. `

Incorporate Listening Skill
- -

"Builders' and 'Listoning-Notetaking_Skill-Biiilders"-
from Teacher's Manual-SRApeadinglIaboratory Illb.

A Listen and Read MN Lessons 18-19.
, .

. . L.,
, ,

B;thavioral,Objectives - In order to. successfully complete,this activity, the

A -N student should be able to'

acquire basid

3 "Reading

1. Work independently through the programm:ad text,
the mertor before beginninga,new section.

2. Lit ten as Listening Skill Builders' are read,
frtm the first lessoh to the tenth.

Quest, checking.with

checking for progress

a. Introductew sccsion prepares the student for need for better
listening and the manner Of responding.°

b. Students become aware of Etn increased ability listening=for

details.

Listen to lectures in class 02 from campus speaker and take effective
notes.

a. From 'Listening - :Motet ding Skill Byilders" SRA, an

b. Quest, Unit Two, notetakin

4. Listening to tapes 18-19

Practice reading gaps, graphs and charts by,

a. Making own maps of liVing, area Or frop a geography text.

5.

b.

"Workbooks

Narking a graph:of rowa Silent Reading test Scores

INSTRUCTIONAL 3,IATERIALS.

1. Baker, William D. Reading Skills.
Hail, Inc., 1960.

... .

Englewood Cliffs, NeW Jersey. Prep:ace:

,- -.. .
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. ,
. 1 1,..

.

«
1

New.York Appleton-Century-Croftts,
e '

Brartm, Leonard "S,. and Sheldon, William D.

York OxPord University Press, 1969,
, ,

Brom, James I. PrOgrammed Vocabulary.

1969.
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S. D. Di0Op State Junior College
351 North 'Broad Street

lUobile,Alabama 36603

TheComprehensive Academic Program
`1:.ring. Quarter Syllabus

for Reading
/ .

GENERAL OBJECTIVE

Durtng the final quarter of the Comprehensive Academic Program is
reading experience, students will be given opportunities to expand their

AL
4

present reading with a view to establishing life-time reading habits.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. Given a backgrolind of details and difficulties. in reading expository. .."
writing students will choose a boa: le:1(1,,th exposition and subMit on.
paper the results of their first survey of the book including:

4
a. Title;

. b. Table of Contents,
.

... c. Rapid recall of pertinent infOrmationlOn
' 'the book or author; ,,-

6

d. Main ideas,from the Preface, Foreword
or int-2oductioh,

e. First chapter;
f. Transitional passages at begl,ming and

.% 4
...

end of main sections; , -

g. Last chapter.,
:,4, _L-ip f ..., ... , i:.........-..t 4,..'

Ja'4.1, , ; ..,. :. ki.i5 .. s' "' ;I: ' .,..-,
dhee: Cu o, GeOrge. 'Becoming as i'etter Reader. 'Chapter-V:

"A Basic'.Reading Pattern xpgs Details-'and
Difficulties," pp.'35-44. .... '

. -

4w.

2. Following the above study students wilf-submit a written pok, report .

written in expository style. The review should have the formai.presented
thus:

a. One'page, at leaStr,-in length.
cdmponents:

Ilti6duction: title, author, publisher
f and date of publication,

. 2) Summery mgbr infordation preSnted.
- 3) ,Critical reactioni-react to the book ex-

plaid how-you felt about it. Opinions:
-should oontain information_ stated the
book. /'

Type the paper on standard-size sheets or write
neatly in ink on lined composition Oaller:

d. You may not plagiarize. Ube your own words. Any
direct quotation must be sdt off by qu6tatiop,

.

marks. 1,,"fr.A

o.
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3. Given clues t) recognize persuasive writing students will be required
to read example s!lov:in.;' the byst Lawn teachniques followed by responses
to the question below

I a. What isthe writer's conclusion.?
b. Are the beans used to support the conclusion

legitimate?
c. Find the specific words and sentences that .

weaken the presentation.
d. Are-the:conclusions valid? If not? Why not?
u. In v.:lich case would you reject the conclusions,-

and in which would YoU merely withhold judgment?
f. What parts do logic, emotion, and faith play in

the writer's presentatioi, and inyour evalua-,
tion?

Reference. Ibid. Chapter VI- "Evaluating What YourRead: Persuasive
Writing; pp; 0-58. ErcourageiStudents,to,bring other
examples tq class.

4. GWen technic es for an appreciatipn of iMaginative literature: short
stories, novel, plays and poetry students will share books or other
readings with fellow studentb'orally or in written form as previously
listed.

Reference:

5.4 Given the
associate

Ibid. 'ClapLer Imaginative Literature: Short
Sroaes,' Novels, Plays, Poems," pp:. 59-71. . .

fqllowing list of types of examples'of'writing students w131

#
Discovering t.e central ,theme.

illustrative pa:lsagesiqof ear,tio,type.
. .

Y .
a.

-
b.Understanding action in the story.

Visualizing incidents and_ predicting outcomes.
= cU Reading between lines-,

e, Understanding purposes and motives of the author.
.f% 'Reco.eni7ing mood,, feeling, and tone of a story.
g. Enjoying the author's humor.
h. Creating mental pictured, dramatizing parts

of the story, and/or drawing scenes of stories,,
4.. Considering implied meanings of words.
j. Developing attitudei conducive to evaluating,

judging, synthesizing facts, and awareness of
'mild suspicion. '4

k. Developing skill in appraising logic, words,
and propaganda techniques, 't

1. Deyeloping ski.1.1 in'org4nizing Mead, outlining,
library techniques, dictionary usesi.and'
recreational reading,

r

11,3
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r
Developing c1:1:11 in

librar: techniques,
readinr.

3

organizing ideas,'outlining,__
dictionary uses, and recre-

Beginning Bibliography

Adams, Royce. Developtnc Reading Veratility. Atlanta- Holt RInehartand
Winston, Inc.. 073,

Cuomo, George. Becor.ini a Better Reade4i0eAtlanta: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc., ±-967.-

Bamman, Henry A., Hiyama, Iddori F., Prescott, Delbert L. Free to Read. Atlanta.
Field Educational Publications, Inc., 1970'

Gilbert, Doris 1.111Qlb. Trio Turning" Point in Reading. aglewood Cliffs,.
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SAMPLES OF PRACTICAL MATERIALS
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)
Teaching Vocabulary to the lusinqss uder-tt.

.".

Joan E. ellman
NOrthern Illinois University
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TEACHING VOCABULARY4o the STUDEZ0

by Joan E. Hellan, Instructor
Communication Skills Program
Northernrillinois University
DeKalb'9

Teaching a complex, subject such as Business LaWsis larg ly

a matter of teaching an immense body of technical vocabulary.
4

Learning legal.vocabulary is further complicated by the fac

't,hat many terms have both common and subject-specific, or chnical

udentmeanings. Often the two are completely disparate and the s

must change mental gears in order to utilize the technical

meaning of a term.

One valuaple aid to teaching and lea rning technical
. \

meanings is, to have,the'student keep a cht.art upon_which re-
,

Cords both common and technical meanings as lie encounter terms,

or as theinstructorintroduces them. Such a sample.char

follows0°The terms refer to a Business Law unit concerni

sumer-cred r legal problems. Although the meanings
.

'caud4id:.h re',-1 'Ctual.:prad'tCe4. the studeht wbuld:be as
,,

complete the chart of meanings for himself.

Directions. : .For each'of'the following terms, check col A
if you are familiar with the term, and write a brief defi TtiOn.
As you study this unit, fill in the technical meaning of aCn r

term as'you encounter it. In the case of two-word phrases
consider the common meaning of each word separately..

A B
TERM- COMMON ITEANING TECHNICAL MEANING

"Garnish Decorate, a dish for
. To take the money of

debtor, such as the debtor's
salari.'By law, a cre itor

. cannot garnish more th n 2594
of a debtor's salary.

the table

Class action A catagory,,group,
type, kind;
Something_done-,.way
of moving.

Surety Certainty

A lawsuit in which man
consumers join togethe
protest unfair or de-
ceptive treatment.

A person who is liable nor
another persoil's obliga on
to pay a debt.



ega 2

As' the student will observe as he continues.4Ihe chart,

some words ave technical meaning's quite different frOm-th4r"

common mea ings. Thus,'he must see them jUilaposed in order

to clearly distinguish meanings. Since he addsti2_thelist

incidents ly a% he encounters and laarnea term, the list be-

comes a f nctional picture reinforce memory as well as-,a

device to increase u tanaing. 0

4

4

7

7
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SAMPLES4OF PRACTICAL MATERIALS

13
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Gather Ye Data While Ye May
.

4.
1

I.
orraine Beitlef

;

NewYork,City Community8College
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G4HER YEDATA WHILE YE MAY /

0

..'-C4 .

i.;' '
.

, i,----

.

Although coMmunity college fAculty have been involved
with doing and responding to the changing populations, they
:terve, wehave beedelinquent in establishing the credibility'
of our 'responses aql-activitie- "No time" and "too busy
doing", are the hues and cries. I, too, have felt this pr:es-
sUrelyet.in tAking_time out to design a simple form which
Offers a ;profile of pertinent information which ,can be completed
by participating,sUdentt.at the Center and student aides, I-

have a£ east preserved the data until the time when certain '

phaseS-of-my_program must be validated.

;---,s---- I offer thfs'compositesheet as a guideline for-youT .'

use. Please note that the data sheet Must be tailored to include.
information of use to_you, your students, faculty land adminis-

___----trators. There ale _several -components of the data form: infor-
mation across the top deals with pre-tenute information that the
sudent utilizing the services at the Center can complete. In

the rist-, one can redord,in the vertical, column standardized
college test results (College Guidance Placement). Column Two

. ,
,..providesspace-for ults on in-house diagnostic reading

(comViehension and voca ry tests. Continuing left to_right,

,
Column Three draws your atteritign to Some pre-tenure informa-.,.

lon,.e.g., high school performance The final column indicates
he trackipg proCedures and assigned placement.

, ..
.

..- .

,

Wi.-th budget constraints givj.ng impetus for jettisoning

,

programs, I urge you to-apportion. a'segmenE-b time 10w to-;.., , '7:

.
metigate future em4arratsment' ; ,

..
, .0.

- I 1 * . 0 A.
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-Name

ALLIED HEALTH LEARN Nb CENTER
NEW-YORK CITY COMMUN

k*OF THE CITY -UNIVERSITY
DIVISION 21' ALLIED HEALTH AND NATURAL SCIENCES

Curriculum

Y COLLEGE
F NEW YORK

Address
Boibugh/Stafe

V

Soc. *Sec. No.
Date of Admigsion ,

OTHERANFORMATioN
Rr-edmit ICI N'YCC,0 HS, Avg $

Alternate Format
Curric Transfer ,SELFEVALUATION OF NEEOS

Meth _Rip Writ _Sci
Collage Oiscovery .. _

POssible E VETERAN
Year of Gm/loam:in _

GraduatiOn:
Withdraw:Y.

Curl from UAPC Aoes__.:..,-------7-

Follow -up

GED
USAFI

Foreign Student
Credentials P1C. EOUC RECORO
H S. AVAILABLE
post H S.

tion : Date

AVAILABLE RECORO
INCONCLUSIVE

Position

TEST RESULTS RECORD EVALUATION PLACEMENT REQUIREMENTS

t.G.P, pIAGNOSTIC

donors, Reediic Skills
SCORE

Spec Area Skills /Voc
. RESULT

(Objective Sentences
* SCORE

Writing,Sampli
RESULT
. ,

Mich arks
Arithmesic

SCORE
Applied Arithmetic I

SCORE
Algebra

SCORE

Science
Gen.

--' SCORE

Score

Comprehension

Main Idett

Factual `
Irrfoe

tt
Vocab tfr.,
Content

Iilf ?Pence./ "
Conclusion

Vocabulary-

Ge al
'',..

Spec,; Area'S kills .

`.. a. Math_____\ ,b, Science,.' Tecbnical

C f, Spec Skills Math
_,...Y-ier,20*)

Mossoc Corfip
Letter Groups

Social
Sciences

Credits Grade
.

_ .

Primary Sequence ch Mathematics Courses
Aaad_Gen'i_VocBusiness
Elam Alp e

Geometry

'11 Yr -Minh
Other ,-*/ -
OVERALL EVALUATION (1), (42) '.(3)

Pr imesf Saquance.of Science Courses
Sci

Biologv
Chemistry
Physics
Other lei.Spec Voc Shop). '
OVERALL EVAIUATION.(1) (2). (31.

Developmental ReadingOR010
Required

Oeeetopmental Writing-OW100
Required

Developmental Math ,
OM 0501.----.0M

Regular Math Sequence
, MA 175.,

MA 185
MA 191

'Developmental Science
DS 010 DS 020

Required

COLLEGE PERFORMANCE

CoUrse' s Grade'

NOTES

CERTIFICATION: Yq
,

STATUS:
'A

. ,

12O:

-4,

AHLC ACTIVITIES

NO

2. Peer Assistance

. Study, Group

. Modular Instruct

Certification
Sepihars

A

Prof. L. Beitle
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THE. UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO'
COMMUNITY AND TECHNICAL:COLLEGE

Inservice Diffusion of
Reading Into Technical Areas.

Mary Louise Glen
Professor in,
General Education
Social Studies Department

Karen Miller
Assistant ProfessOr in
General Education
Director Reading ImproveMent Center

Few reading programs are evaluated in terms of outcome;
thatis success of the students who take the coupe
those who don't. Enrollment in developmental courses is
extremely high.; however, studies do not show that studFnts
having taken a reading improvement course'at the community
college leve). experience an improvement in grade point .

average nor does it.prevent theirs dropping '

The low ability; high risk students who enter the .

community college drop' out at alarming ratei', with some
schools reporting as high as 75 %!' Kurzman reports that
59% 'of the community college open admissi9n students and

.
52% of the regular admission.8 drop out as compared to 51%4,
Of the open admission and 30% regular admissions (in'bacc-
alaureate college.)

Harris and Parson"s describe the commu college
student bOdy_attending over 800 institution n-the_Upited
States. Over half of the.'studentg,.who edian age is
27, work full time and are part time students. FOrty
percent of them are women-mho often are the head- of
family. Twenty percent of the studepts are froM minoray
groups. The community college serves a high proportion
of low income students. Many have'known failure whiCh in
many cases has shattered their self image', leaving s

them ithout much motivation. The students .are commuters
who are bound up intheir own worlds filled with numerous

' emotional problems and brushes' with the law.

As-Umptive teaching, a phrase coined by Herber, will
increase the.failures of the typical community college
student". Content'course,teachers have-a umed,that they

7x
have no responsibility to help their stud nIts read'and
study the chosen text. he reading teache has assumed
that the students make,a t nssfes of the_skilIS-taught
in the reading center and ap them to'cOntenecourSes.
Apparently nothing is furthep from theAruill' .

* . .-
.

.

ti
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A growng numbd'r of the facultyat °dr COmmunity and
1Technical Ccillege.blieve that it is individual teacher.S.

who will imprOve reading .skills and grade point averages
not, the reading center'`But lacking' knowledge of h007 to '

e.aah reading and'writihg the, services of the reading
center are frpquently being requested by individual

,
instructors.

CommOil-Skitls

I I. I

te
.

COnnt area courses usually requir'se the students

,
to readlond or more textbobks accompanied by outside'

readings. A paper or term project is often assigned.
Sews,ty five percent of students' grades is based on

theirability V) read materials in' the field. :Many ...

instructors expect the, college student to use..the text for'
self study, a main objective of college education. However
in most cases, textbooks used by college freshmen are

,.,pahy grade levels above their actual reading level.
v.

i It 0.s not always possible for ari instructor to choose
%

s
an alternative text because of the qua'ity or expertise

9 e
N of a particular writer in '4.area. However, there are

ip `alternatives which instruct* can use toenhance studentS'
learning.' )

,t,
.

.

.
e' ' .

Students should be encouragedby their instructors
'to ,"high lite" the main'ideasiin their. texts.- However,-

. ,
because of their general lack.of,ability t6 separ4te main
ideas prom details', the reading center has' encouraged

,/
technical area teachers to poinV%hem out-, s

so

Note taking can be an asset'to lea'rning a new' subject,
but many students find it difficult to separate key ideas

from the instructor's experiences. An idea the centeN.'
likds to suggest is to have the Student divide his note
papei into tiwo columns4 one column for main ideas; the
other for experiences or examples. The instructor stresses
what the point of the example is for those Who don't' get
tfie point themselves. R .s

..
Often Students a re instructed to write a summary,of..

an experiment or to summarize an article. What'g thqt?
rTZThe reading 'center has done 'so m' work with, .

instructors on how to teach students`" to` summarize. In

one area, Public Service Technology, a form used by Several
instructors has been developed.

i

The typical college tudent-can anticipate meeting-
fity.to sixty new words per week: Ouratypical college
student may meet twice.that many. Some students understand

1 2 3
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the spoken wotp, but don't recogniz4 the terms ±n print, so.*
. `the centeieiacoui-agea instructors to produce words visually.'
Such wordt'as puberty, inhibit , mores and bureaucracy.
give students,troUble,in print but-they dnderstand them

,when ,used orally.

Public Service Technology
N.

Public Service Technology attracts many students who
have great difficulty with reading. AecauSe of their
background and environment, the motivationto ettey
field may be intrinsic or it m4y-Jae--artattempt`tbhviiiii.,
curriculum that requires difficult reading whith'will only
lead to frustrationandfailure. T2,accommodate these
students with a vast array of differences, the instructor
-must offel%a variety of legrning opportunities including
some-that.exclvde reading.

Shcdess,in this field does not app ear to be wholly
dependent on a yerson's.reading'vocabulary but ratheie-on,
their verbal skills., attitudes and pschomotor abilities.
The feading*center has worked with several instructors.
helping them to develop course objectives that deemphas±ze
reading and. emphasize the building ofverbal vocabulary

'

And visual, comprehension. For exampl.e.., the instructor
givet. the students.six Words peculiar to public service.
Ina group disouss-ion,the students ,must use the. words in
.the proper manner. Role playing, dramatization and .

interviewing are ways to increase, verbal abilities and
A , for students to demonstrate competencies. The-,students

can view tapes to work on visual 'comprehension. Non
reading examinations can' be given by slides which
depict the concepts of the course. .Verbal answers are
a check of the students' cognitive knowledge. Situations
can be shown which demand understanding and the ability to
apply loW level'cognitive knowledge.

The'raditional lecture and.textbook approach is
often ari inappropriate and noneffective method for'
teaching tottradieional college'sbudents.' Instru'c'tional

. alternatives need to be suggested to instructors and Jielp
givet-Wthe reading center to implement other techniques
that may prove more effective.'

The perception of the students ifithi'S field must 4)0
develdped by their instructors:* On the -job's they will often
be' asked to interview client?, Lthen write up what they see .

and hear. Too, thdy May be_required to keep an informal
log so instructors shOuld emphasize writing skills over

.

t.*
*
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Busiri ?ss Technology ...,,

All students in this program must take at least one
course in economics, some must.take two.. Manrapproach
the "dismal course", with great anxiety and dread. Thd

, 'reading counselor can alert the teacher to this negative
attitude and its affect on achievement.

7-

'Economic books cannot be read in the old.faMaiar
way of reading "it" once and straight through without
stopping. In economics, the student will find more-
information per sentence, per ,saq.e.,,,than
b-±-

Words that economic teachert 'assume the students
know cause. trouble. 'Khe instructor often speaks of the
'"vertical" and "horizontal" lines of a graph. Do low
achievers understand those Words? How about direct and
inverse relationships?

Difficult-new technical terms,crowd the pages whic h li1Ce_
`a ,new language must be learned,,-,Easy, laminar words appear
with unexpected new meanings. The everyday word "utility"
becomes technical - with a precise meanings _Utility doesn't
mean useful.in this field rather i,t is mpathure of expression
of an individual consumer's`tastes. and preferences.

, . -.
A successful technique for vocabulary 4 the,

,

flash card method, putting the teg-M or concept bn one side,
the meaning on the other. Another way is to have the
student set aside a section of.hiS notebook as a glossary..

'. . ...k

,

' TheArvided page is handy for some students. One
column is titled "Key Term" and the larger ,column "Meaning".
The dividing line makes it possible to conceal-the meaning
'completely at the student checks hisunderstanding of the
term later. .

,

:.

When an instructor gives an assignment,, he should
advise the students to pre -read' the material. Using a,
moderate speed.in general, students should do a once over
lightly to take the chill off the.readng. Then-they are
ready for a close intensive reading of the assignment with,
a high liter in hand% Fifty percent of the time the
students will 'read standing still." That is they, will
read then stop to ask, "Do I understand?"or"Can I give an
example?"

Students m st le4rn 4ttend tothe-diagrams and
_figures' whenev r these are resent...Economic looks,

125
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especially, have numerous diagi'ams andpfigures. These
require a markedly different kindof reading. The-eyes may
go backward and forward many times --- suddenly drop down
below the line, make vertical sweeps, even describe arcs
and cut diagonals.

-

As they read the textbook, the students will find
tonstane reference to figures: in the figure you see,':
"as shown on the right below," "in figure 8-1". The students,
must read the textual explanation wittrspeci.al-care. When
referred to thel..diagram, they must shift theireyes and

'''thoUghts to the diagram- When lines, angles and points are
mentioned in the explanation, students must be able to
locate on the diagram the letters'),And numbers that designate
these.

Being aware of the difficulty of reading graphs, the
instructor might have the students trace certain features
with colored pencilS. ,If they use different_colors t

'trade overlapping triangles, each separate triangle will
stand out distinctly.

If students merely look at a:book as they,s"tUdy
economics, their reading will be passive with their thoughts
"worlds awall,." They should think on. paper -7 a powerful
device pr comprehenSion, 'concentration, and retention.
Being attive with a pencil has a 'no-doze" effect! ,It
is also a wayto check compreNnsion after studying a
chartor graph; students should then cover the explanation
and write a summary of the main ideas.,./They are surpHsed
sometimes .that they can't do It after ohe-reading.-

Students need_not leaf thrpu gh cointless pages looking.
for a meaning or a topic. They Piave it right attheir.
fingertips.in the'alphabetsicaldndex of 'their textbook,

,

-Ye,t'many tlidents are unaware, of its value as a time saver.:
jt%talces only a few minutes to mention.'it, .but packs a
wallop coming from their technical instructor.

neering Tedhnology
A

The field of engineering technology differs froin ather.
subject areas in several ways--ways that need to be galled"
to the attention of that-faculty, again, not in a "Mass"
n'Servide meeting-, but on one-to-one basis. The engineering
field is'doncerned with, great amounts of derailed facts and'
prOcedUres and not so much with global ideas. .

-A

A, 4 ,

e

e 4.
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Two primary concerns have been expressed by engineering

instructors: 1) the approaches which can be used effectively
in helping the poor reader to "read" a highly technical

book and 2) the actual readability level of,seiected tests.
Let's take a look a the first concern, that of aiding
students to read a Aeavy2-on-details textbodk. The reading
center hasfound.that because many engineering technology'
teaObers rely almost exclusively on the cognitive domain
and frequently at the lower levels of cogriition, a valuable
placelto train students to begin reading is at the end of the
textbook chapter', rather than the beginning. Answering the
questions following each chapter...become Of paramount
importance; they provide not only guidance but great motivation,
From there the students read ESesummary and finally returns

to the chapter beginning. This is, of course,' an adapttion
.of-Robinson's SQ3R approach, but differs in that

,
students do not have to question the'text themselves. It

is, done for' them by either the text or-perhaps an energetic
teacher's study guide: .

9

*A dieficult.text used by college students in metallurgy
led,the Center to suggest thigtechriique. The writing
pattern of the author is unusual in that he begins with many
iridustiial,examples, using technical terminology/ and does
not_normall1; de -fine the term until the last.sentence of
the paragraph. Students are told by their instructor'

4- to begin with 'thetquestions at the back of the chapter to
help identify details which are more important than others.
The istructor also directs his students to begin with the
last sentence in the paragraph and work backwards through

the passage,.
.\

Another thing.that was discovered,;in examining the
'cidestions at the end of general engineering textbooks .

is'thet they frequently numbered as any as fdity, but were
always\in random order, not accordi g to topics nortin the
order in which they were treated j. the chapter. Teachers
are no4 helping students group the questions'by topic before
they read., This enabled the teacher to emphasize particular

1! topics of their own choosing and' uggest omission of others..
;'

o ". HoW did, this detailed examination of a p.rticular
text%begin? It began simply by "students'equests for.help in.

-the reading- lab. Whbn several students seek help in using
"the same text, quiet "Sollow-up" took palce with the instructor,

, involyed: Vhe reading counselor atke6 the instructor` for'

a dopy' of the text in order tb help students. This led to

.. numerous' discussions and eventually to a request for
readability, which is the second major area where reading
counselors can be very helpful' to engineerin facUlt:
Once one,readability is done, the requests will start coming
ir6slowly at. first, but, continually. , Engineers are
enthrolled at the idea of a graph or statistical, formula

1 2 7(
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to help determine the readabilly,of a 'text. 'iTor that
reason, bksides 04e. rogical reasons. of Validity-/..readability

and ease of computaion, theicenter usuallY.xecOMMends,.
either the Fry graph_ or the D4e,Cha/1..formula The first
text 'should be done by the reading teacher. It.takes time,

but froMthat wilt.Come the opportunity to explain the
tesults. More often than not, when'tacheiS,requesi..a .

second readability" they will alSo ask,hOw to.,d(Vit.

..
I

Health Technology

The field of health .technology similar in Many:.
respects to the field of engineering technoUgy. Gtha,t,

attention is paid to details, and the .(locabdlaey,,load'is

heavy. It differs in other respects, hoUeyek.'.,While_the
cognitive domain is important, more emphasiSis.normallyi
placed on the affective domain and behavior .Modificati:on
than typical business or engineering programs.
emphasis on the affective domain or on higherilev4tcc4nition
skills of analysis and synthesis lends, itself to more
creativity in'helping student's ,"read' .yeir a'signed -

materials.
-%

Students should be up're-taught" or direc clto
essential vocabulary terminology. The teac et,thou/Oefer
them to a word list at the ends,of the chap eit-Lor.giVe'.-
them a prepared.word list. ,Pointing out w sfudents'Can%"
identify worts within the.exposition of t e text itself
(italics, bold-face print or definition ype context dlues)
is a big help.

.

But there'are'more creative ways with greaterTositive,
reinforcement which instructors can'beencoueaged.-40 uS'e*

by the reading consultant. The college'smediCa?a6Sisting
and.nuising faculty has found the, terminology isretained
fqr longer periods of time if organized around -par4Ciilar
pAy ':syitemsr and presented visually or auditarily.,
tapes are available Commercially:or can be-develOpectby the
teachers themselves. Since pronunciation is often difficult,

:the language master is a valuable 'tool in aiding the student
to,learn difficult terminology. Blank cards can be purchased,.
,written'or.drawn upon,'then recorded by the instructor -sb
pronunciation is:precise. For longer-lasting cardS, it is
a good idea to laminate them. Another possibility is to .

.
latinate cards first, and use a grease pencil which,, can be f
erased and used again for anoth* word. It is also worth-
while to use a few cards for general phonic patterns, to
remind students that pronunciaion,s,,quite consi

,

, t
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The health technology instructors should be encoura
by the reading teacher to use otheX visual aids for the
medical technology student. These might include charts, \,

bulletin boards, and extensive use of,study guides, especially
those which call for the students to label diagrams.

Reading graphs also are of primary importance to the
medical fields. Instructors must be careful to teach
students the difference between reading facts by determinin
the coordinates of the vertical and horizontal variables
and inferring information from the facts. The reading
instructor must be willing' to demonstraterreading techniques,
in the medical classroom, inthe reading lab or wherever
the "arena might be.,

Conclusion '

There are some skills common to anY .technical area
bui each field has unique problems. They need to be dealt
pith by the instructor with the help of the reading
counselor. Several Overriding concerns seem to have
evidenced themselves during the last Six years since the
reading center has been working with faculty members,
to improve.readinq iris the technical content areas.

1. Technical teachers heed to develop an awareness
of the popillation group they face each day in '

the Classrpom. Our typical student differs
considerably from their baccalaureate counter-
parts.

2. Proper book selection by the inst...uctor is essential,
with- readability an important factor to be .

considered.
, 3. TeChrlical.teachers need to demonstrate how to read'

the text they have asked their-students to read.
Many of the teachers' will need help frbmthe
reading consultant before they are capable of
doing this.

t

4. TSachers need to7be*(,supported.in their e fforts
, to writs "incredibly easy reading" tests or. to give
tests via othek mediums.

5. Instructors must teach students'how to write
summaries and papers; traditional assignMents are

s .

fine ifi accompaniedby guidance, hopefully in the
form ofa written aid.
Pre- teaching bf yocabulary is essential, The
reading consultant can offer concrete suggestions
in this area bringing forthcreativityfrollt,the_
technical teacher.
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.22 Thb pkeVious suggestions made in this paper are not

new. Perhaps you have read them before. But let us emphasi6
tone major point which may be new to you, or if not new,
will be 'comforting to know that others also have foUnd
it tb be true: T3E BIG INSERVICE, RELEASED TIME EFFORTS
TO AID FACULTY IN READING IN THE TECHNICAL CONTENT AREAS IS

NOT PRACTICAL, NOR DOES IT NORMALLY PRODUCE LASTING
RESULTS.

J

Instead, vie suggest quiet, yNOBTRUSIVE EFFORTS.
A one-by-one informal, inserviae meeting which takes time
but leads to positive results. We call it inservice
diffusion'-- that's right --. DIFFUSION!
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A HOMESPUN LOOK AT THE INTEGRATED LEARNING LABORhTORY

AND

HOUSEHOLD'TIPS ON MANAGEMENT
'

A

When you.get right dOwn to it, any learning laboratory is only as
. . .

good as ismanagement«gtstem The heart Or "nerve center" of

,1
-

., .
....

the labbratory lies in a..point of control andits ability to
I. <

maintain statistics for accountability, retrieve informatiqn
.

.
.

.foY instant "dissemihation to students and aAminist.ratots, alike,

.. .1.
,

.,, and generally, keep the, I
, 4

. v
, .

A ; ., ;10
:.

Over the past several years technology,has p ovided amazing

7-76omputerized ddvices that boggle the mind, preqs,the uninitiated,
..f . %.

. , .4, A ,
and stagger the budget. When they are ()per tive, ;they can be

. ..-

wontierfpliadjunttp to 'any 'efficient program, but when they are
... ,

"dovin," they consume valuab'e space and el cit,ulcerous concern
. .

.

*

%

-over how soon-and how dei)endably hey. will/ once agdin perform.

1

No one contests the value of such matkwels, but sanity dictates .

that their number remain minimal. The 1 boratory.that'really

functions efficiently seems to be the, on that is fairly light
e-

on the 'winders of science and heavy o the simple devices of .."7

homeSpun ingenuity.

I

I have had the good fortune tovisit laboratories far and wide

and borrow idea. s that might be appted to the hone operation

from hither and'yon. Although the aim of total efficiency is
. *
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.0 is one in which- classrooms,' instrudtor offices, study areas,

S

4

as eluslIVe as the spectre of the ideal reading program,

lor the butterfly of Auth74there's something noble a'bOut the

quest, the_constant quest. No doubt I am prejudiced, but in
A

terms of serving the needs, both immediate and projected long
7 a

range, of the institution and the staff, and providing an

individualized environment for a variety of expetiences-
. .71

directed toward students' academic growth, be it ever so

frenzied, the're's no place'like home. .

,

,

The laboratory here is alive, it is reasonably healthy, and

lives in thd.heart Of Michigan. /he ]Aboratory of which I
6 r.

o .

speak is the integrated Communicat4bn Department LaboratOry at
. .

Lansing CommunitS College. Much hes been said and written

abbut laboratory integration,' but this one is a case of ah

operational example. It was the Product.of evolution' rather

than architectural whim, and it-was designed with meticulous
N

love anecare by thos6 who have elected to spend their lives in,

the spave and not those briefly passing through.

V 'N1

4
Volumes could be written.:.but I digress. My intent here is

7s,

. to enumerate a fell examples of simple solutions to the never

ending Mapagemeneproblems of.an'integratedlaboratotg.

Perhaps tbere are those who define "integrated laboratory" in

17A):

a harmer different frpm my own. To me an integrated laboratory

1 3 4
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group discussion centers,, private tutor stations, seclusiye
dits, . a

N instructional viewing and testing rooms, and instructional

,

i

program access are so arranged as to compose a highly effective .1,

11,
, Y

interrelated academic complex. 'The complex which provides my p

frame of reference includes the laboratory itself and immediate

access to five classrooms (group assembly areas). Placed

within the-laboratory are ten tutor. conference stations,

seventeen individualized audio-slide stations, eight eseilltql.,

carrels, sixteen study carrels, thirteen work surfaces for

using specialized reading equipment, six 48" round smallgrOup,

,
tables,.and one:fifteen foot-conference table. also it provides

ten .constantly accessible four drawee instructional module.

storage cabinets, a Check -Out Counter that is attendedat all
is; '., .

.

6
.

times to provider every manner of program, score tests,' answer

gtestions, respond to telephone inquirqes, collate printed

materials, keep records, tabulate data, provide statisticfl

°

.analysis, and much more.
a

-1

4

I 4
.I 0 ,

, .

,

,,,
...

_The peripheral areaect listotally.t
.

arpeted idtplex provides

.. n es-
,

six full time gt.,aff °Vices Lad office area6
co

fqr a Laboratory

4
,

..

... . . ,

Systems Manager and Secretary, both full time. In addition,
,, . ...

.

tlie're is a diagnostic testing room,.a readi'n'g ' .

f

t , .
, .., eresource rOom,and a'journalism copy and room-that houses.

, , , , .
1

.

. I.

, ,)

'ten acotstical"arefs in TB.f.1 Serutric tyPewriter'i,n ..

0 N. '' '
each,"and a copy laybut table.

. .
: i 1 .

A

, . .
0'., A

0 0

'
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, r
The above me:ntibnedreas cooperatively serve aS a hoine base

I.

for a variety of coursed and support services. The. courses 4
, .

'o

.

1 .

.irectly associatedd witW. the areaqi.ndlude Basic Copposition .
-

.
.

'Basic Reading, Speed Reading, Speech7,3obrnalism, Critical
.

. ,

/

Reading, Hal, Reading is Taught in the Elementary Grader,
. . .

and.Engiiph as a
.

Second Language. In addition,'the laboratory
.

A . ', Aw.0....--

''..

. .

provide services4or the Foreign Language Courses and the
, r

,..
'

'

. . .

'Frephman'CompositAon Sequence., It furnishes space for ap
,:

....e. . . e ,

1 0 . professionakjaeulty,library (Departmental), ,maintains the

.. . ,

i Clinical Reading Prgram, andtcopducts&.1. manner of testing, and
d . .." .

S. z , 66: .
referrtl sefvce44°.altle reading progreffi alone includes a

.
,

. .

.
.

i ..

4 i '
director; two reading specialists; one clinician, and one 1, 4

. X $
..-

... '
V

*4. .1. reading sychologist--aff full-time. There are, in:additiOn,
, . .

*et

two reading tutors$, both half-tiTe, three gild6nt aide .

. . . .r ,

(twenty hoursa week) and ten part-timp reading instructors.
.

. : '
.

4

. . -, , ,

F.

4

.4

While I did not in'OYd to cover quite so much background, it

seems, neceS sary to include this, 'if trkve problemsthat have

periodically, pla.gued us are to be uuderstood.in,pontext.
,_ s .

%

% 0 4

e S

r .

".The first dilemma basAto",e1Cwith that old tami,l4ar face, .

1.1
.'''''")

"accountability." Whil, it is a fai.41y simple operation;.to°,

urge the tutors tg,,keep a log recofding 'information on,
.

,

4 ''' ,
;tutorial session, itsduration (this incidentally has led to .

, e
.. .

4,
.

the installation of a cloak im each tutor Conference 'station),
,

''

;1'
d

and subject,.it is somewhat mare coMpiicated to keep trock of
As.

every student who frequents'the laboratory. 'Somewhre albng
4 A ,

...,

. ,r

I,A t 'J

4

I 4
,

- rr
;

.
I.
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N , the way data processing entered the picture, and an elaborate
1

system involbing card racks, time (punch) clock;, and computer

printouts appeared on the scene.. In the final analysis, it

was just too cumbersome.

Apart from the hostility of some students to "punch irk" when )

entering the laboratory, the, logistics problems were staggering.
44444..

Care generation alone was enough to make,a weightlifter weep.

It was kalways at least three weeks or four into the ten week

.term before the cards made thejr first appearance. ,Thetime
. r ,

$

cloq would jam up, especially when a student inserted the
, .

blue instead of the pink end.' If the.electricity were
, 6,

interftpted over the N.ght oc somehqw the plug was accidentally
r

dislodgedeven the time clock could ns4t be held accountable

for its inaccuracy. Then there'were the printouts themselves
. ..,

that usually arrived too tardily to be useful anA contribUted
_

., .
.

. , r

significantly to4the recent paper shortage. All things, considered,- (

-I,

the system begged for refinement. ,

.

,

!-1P

As a rule, I have found 'that the best procedures are the simplest.

$ F
Experience tells me that the first times around, everything strives to be

much.too comprehensive. Perhaps it's the compulsion to satisfy

all needs and conditions in one neat package that turns out ndt

to be so .neat after al-1. This has been the case the first time

'around with our laboratory courses and the specific instr uctional

10.

.

1 , .11

modules, as well. 'Ale Orientation 'module for Compositibn 101,

for example began as a bound yolume that could ne placed, cn

.
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1

chairs used by parents to raise pain children to the height of

the dinner table thus eliminating the high chair. Ole module

is now just a few pages. It is less impresSive, perhaps, but

also less 'frighteningly .imposing, and after all, -its intent

is to turn'students on not put them off.

Sof there we were with an unwieldly tally system. It almost

v
reachea'the point that none would have been better than the

Y

r one' we, ihad. But that was not the answer ether. There wp

were with too much information often suspiciously inaccurate

and too late to serve an immediate purpose. The first clue

to the solution came from.the volume of statistics bombarding
se.

us. No, we didn't need that much. All we really needed to

know was how many students were using the Cheek-Out facility

3 a a,/ ,,,,eashdap), arA,Aihat'ArEL-.1,of,tudxRrompged the transaction.
,0

. .

Atone time:we had tried a prim)tivt 'counting system aCthe
1%jk

/.*
r Check-Out Couhtei, but. that reguired'pendil, paper-, And making

$.

L 4 . marks. Keeping track of these components during a rush per,iod

. .
.

was theedownfall of this plan.
, I

0
a .

When i was a kid, I spent a lot.oetime,in a museum of science,

andI remember' alking to a guard who was in part responsible

for keeping track of hdw many visitors came through4the

revolving doors at the entrance. -He always had ClutcheU in his

hand a little push buton,counter. I have since seen these ih

the hands of runners on the indoor jogging track: It's easy to lose
0
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count of the times you pass, the starting point.whendt takes

twenty-two revolutions to reach a mile. *.r

I investigated. The lbcal sports emporium carried the Aristo
.

(made in Japan) table model counter #1001 for $8.50. We

ordered five before the price went up.. When they arrived,

they were mounted in a row (.tIree screws to each base) on a

walnut finished plank 18" X 4". Rubber protectors were put

on the,bottom of the board to avoid scratching surfaces, and

A plastic tape label was secured in*front of each.Of the five.

counters to deglgnate the area of study dt represented.,

Now for each transaction at theCheck-out Counter the aide 411

duty pushes the appropriate counted. At the end of-the days

the last aide on duty redords the totals for the day on a

form fastened to a clipboard (pencil attached) mounted on the

wall and turns each counter back to 1,10". (Any aidp apprehended

removing the pencil is invited" to spend the 'rest of the week

with the Marquis de Sade.) At the end of each term this trans-

P.

action record is included as part;of the total, report. Althbugh

just supposition, I think the aides get a 'kick out of pUshing.

'the, counter buttons. It seems to be mode professiqnal than

. .

'making a mark with an incon tantpencil, anyway. 7

4

Expansion of facilities into uncharted territory also,Mrings
.

challenges. When the remodeling was in sight, justclown the

road, I submitted a request for dimmer switches i;Isthe reAding
-

.
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ss.

. ,

t.

lassrOom and Ne.adj acent "media"' room. The response wap not
. . .

verwhermingly,positive,. nor was it Completely negative,

eithdt. There were protests: "Too costlx to put.in a

reostat; can't do itwj.th flourescent tubes; etc." Well, as

it turned out, persistence won the day. The smaller rooMdid

get a dimmer switch to control two newly installed incandescent

fixtures,in those Ceiling panels that did not conceal

flourescent tubes. In the larger rodm, however, a compromise

was reached. No dimme, BUT the flourescent tubes were put on

two circuits so that there was light control toYthe extent'
E ax

that only two ceiling,panels would be illuminated with one,

and the rest ot the room with the other. Projection eqUipment

used under these,ConditioAE of light control is much easier.

to handle,' believe me.:

.0

a

Recently, the good fortune of a state grant brought in funds to
.

.
.t implement a career journalism program. This, of course;

..
.

.required typing facilities. The'final order included ten ,

,

4 t i .. '7-
typing carrels with ..lise deadening qualities and ten IBM

,telectic Typewritbrs. FoT security redsorls tike qpewriliters
y

a i
s, ,

'Were bolted to the surface of the carrels. The carrels are
4

A

at

ample in size but not commodious. Because the machines
.

.
.

were secured in the dead center (an aesthetic decision, I-
.

suspect) of the carrels, there is no "place to put the cofly that

the student attempts to retype. Of course, there is a shelf

on each carrel, but this is approximately at eye level and any-

'thing on top of is too high to type' from without the use of .

t

.1 4 0

r8-

4.

V

4
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t

a neck brace.

We investigated all manner of typing stands and p destal,

all costly and too large for the lijnited space. then, like

a ray out of the ShadoWscdpe, a, solution appeared The ..

inspiration came from a local gift shop selling m gnets (in

tile shape of vegetables)'apd used "for affixing mes ages to

.metalIitchen aripliance's. The, shelf of each carry is,

indeed, metal, and tWo inexpensive disc magnets ($ .00'for a

dozen) will' securely hold as mahy as six pages (and probably

more) *Vo the phelf A eye level.' These one inch magnets are
.

readily available from the local school supply repository

they seem to be voguish in science classes.

As long as we ate looking td housewares as a source of creativity,

let us not overlook the"handy, plastic utility carrier that. is
.1.1

often on sale for,between $1.00 and $2.00 per unit, This is a
. .

.
.

1

4

multi- purpose item, and this two trough portable convenience with the
4

'

divide and handle in'the middle is,found in the home usually overloaded 4 1

1 '
with cleaning supplies, garden paraphernalia., do-it-yourself

%

fixit tools; paint and *craft supplies and the like. Such a

versatile., carry -all is a natuka,l for transport4ng instructional.'

module components to the stildy carrel. A,student has a herd

enpugh time carting books and sundries without the extra burden ofd

earphones, slide trays,,, Cassette tapes and study guides: Every-

thing can be conveniently slipped into the carry-all and taken

to' t? he place of use.
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Well, I suppose this could go on interminably with a further

barrage of minor discoveries about numbering filing cabinets

to avoid confusion, laminating signs so that times and dates

can be .marked in on top of theshiny surface and'pasily

Charigld when a new schedule is effected,"and placing a hotel

desk bell on the Check-Out Counter so that,a student can make.

his presence known if ah aide'iecirculating in the
4

laboratory..

".
Problems tome in many shapes and sizes in the integrated

laborhtdry. It's to be expected with volume of use. I guess
. . ,

thatthe name of the'ghme. You distribute bookmar,ks

''. ' .

advertisIng the program, The .tudents come and with them
9

,t

more questions needing' answers.
6

4
4 p

.., cr.

Question: "How can I time my reading at home? I can't afford a stop-
.

watch, and my wristwatch dOesnt have a second hand?",

Answer "Call the telephone 'orator, tI4,one who does, nothing all day
.\\

but Igive' the time. Call once before you start, once when you

finish, andsubtragt ten seconds for the Call. Not an

%
insuperable barrler at all."

The best mode clf attack with laboratory 'problems is to first

4 - '

write down the question. There's something 'about putting it

there' in black an: .thite that permanentizes it and records' it,

in the subconscicu:,. Then,when you least expect it, the

r.

solution appears.

.142
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Did I say. write it down? That presupposes the presence of

a pencil. A pencil aktheCheck-.Out Counter? Ha! How do

you, guarantee a pencil at the Check-Out Counter? Welve

txiecI everything including chains! That just may be the one

problem for which there `is NO SOLUTION. ,

nc
SS

Allan R. Maar, Director
Communication Department Laboratory
Lansing, Community College

419 N.CApitol Avenue

Phone: 373 -7280
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